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Racism probed as
cause of shooting
City sees third
unarmed black shot
by white officers
in three years
The Associated Press

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - It is supposed to be a shining example of
the "New South," a city proud of
decisions years ago to desegregate its schools and elect a black
mayor.
But Charlotte is reeling from
the death of Carolyn Sue Boetticher, a black woman killed by
police less than a week ago. It
was the second time in six
months that an unarmed black
was killed by white officers.

BG New. PhM. by Jcrtmy Martin

Violent Femmes lead singer and guitarist Cordon Cano led the group through their show Friday at Anderson Arena.

"Why does this regretful thing
continue to go on in the city of
Charlotte?" asked Rev. Willie
Simpson, who lives in the area
where the shooting occurred.
"We have a problem with our
police officers. Are they caught
up in racism? How can a man
who is white get out of that car
and not get shot?"
Boetticher was a passenger in

a stolen car that drove through a
police checkpoint in a crimeridden part of town Tuesday
night. Two officers opened fire
after the driver, Robert Lundy
Sr., sped through the checkpoint
and swerved at police. Lundy, 55,
who is white, escaped injury and
was arrested.
When police got to the car, they
found a mortally wounded Boetticher. Of the 22 shots fired, 20
hit the car, the 48-year-old passenger had been hit in the neck.
Neither she nor Lundy were
armed.
"That just sounds a bit ridiculous. Not 22 times," said Elizabeth Lewis, 32, as she picked
up her two young children at a
friend's home 200 feet from the
scene of the shooting. "This really scares me because I have to
drive alone a lot of the time."
Police said the officers fired in
self defense, and there has been
no violence following the shooting. But the Incident threatens to
shake Charlotte's reputation as a
progressive city that resolves its
problems.

The Femmes rock BG Search for missing
□ The Violent Femmes
rocked Anderson Arena
Friday night as BGSU
opened its doors for this
popular college band.

By Brandon Wray and Tod
McCloskey
The BG News

"American Music" returned to
Anderson Arena Friday night
courtesy of the Violent Femmes.
The Violent Femmes brought
their quirky and offbeat stage
show to Bowling Green for a concert that was well-received by
University students. The Femmes played all of their classic
hits including, "Blister in the
Sun," "American Music" and
"Add it Up."

The audience was a good cross
section of the University and
local community population.
There were students with multiple body piercings sitting next
to parents who had brought up
little "sibs" for the weekend.
Overall, Bowling Green, in all its
shapes, sizes, and colors, came to
see the Femmes.
"I thought the concert was
great and went very well," said
Greg Lesinski, a guitarist for the
local band, September's Children. "It was about time Bowling
Green had a good show like this.
It is going to pave the way for future shows," Lesinski said. "I
thought the show was great and
went very well."
The Femmes, who got their
start in the early 80s playing the
college circuit, seemed to enjoy
the opportunity to return to their

roots. They frequently thanked
the crowd for letting them play
here.
The first song that drew a response from the crowd was "Out
the Window." Any song from
their recent greatest hits collection, "Add It Up," drew a response.
The band played their most
famous song, "Blister in the
Sun," early in the set. The crowd
immediately erupted in a dancing frenzy. It was interesting to
see whether or not a lot of the
crowd who just came to hear
"Blister in the Sun" would stay
after they heard It. Luckily they
did.
With this concert Bowling
Green had the opportunity to
prove that it was a real concert
going community and not just a
bunch of drunks looking to hear

Trial relocation questioned
Prospective
jurors recall
media images
of bombing
The Associated Press

DENVER - They remember
rescuers running from the Oklahoma City rubble, carrying
bloodied babies in their arms.
They remember their first
glimpse of a suspect, a stonefaced Timothy McVeigh in crew
cut and orange jail jumpsuit, being marched past news cameras.
They remember accounts of
McVeigh's purported confession.
The recollections of prospective Jurors raise the question
whether moving the McVeigh's
trial 600 miles to the judge's
home courthouse in Denver accomplished his intent: sidestepping the intense pretrial media
attention in Oklahoma to give the
defendant a fairer trial.
The move by U.S. District
Judge Richard Matsch largely

cleared the prospective jury pool
of relatives, friends and acquaintances of the 168 people killed
and the hundreds more who were
injured.
"There's hardly a person in
Oklahoma that doesn't know
someone affected by the bombing. There is considerable less
knowledge and considerable less
emotion in those jurors in
Colorado," said Irven Box, a
prominent Oklahoma City defense attorney who is following
the trial.
But did the change of venue
solve the problem of what
Matsch called the demonization
of McVeigh by the Oklahoma
media?
Prosecutors and defense attorneys declined to comment, citing
the Judge's gag order, but most
legal experts following the trial
say moving the case worked.
"Generally they just haven't
paid attention, and that's what
Matsch was counting on," said
Andrew Cohen, a Denver trial attorney.
Although Denver reporters
have covered the case closely for

"Blister in the Sun" and kill time
before they went to the bars.
Along with "Blister," "American Music" was an early highlight. Lead singer and guitarist
Gordon Gano's guitar string
broke during this song, leaving
the Femmes to continue with just
bass and drums. Like the true
veteran band it is, the Femmes
worked through the mistake and
led a sing-along until a roadie
could get Gano's guitar fixed.
In the past, Gano has rarely
spoken with the crowd, usually
leaving Brian Ritchie to handle
that job.
The Femmes strange sense of
humor came through in songs
like "Dahmer is Dead," a song
about their hometown of Milwaukee and its most famous psy• See FEMMES, page three.

airplane continues
The Associated Press

EAGLE, Colo. - Three U-2 spy
planes were back in the air Saturday, searching Colorado's
snow-covered mountains for a
missing Air Force pilot and his
warplane.
The surveillance planes were
taking pictures of a 476-squaremile area near New York and
Red and White mountains, about
20 miles southwest of Vail in central Colorado. Two of them have
sensitive radar that can see
through the snow.
"That's actually providing us
with our data to focus the
search," Air Force Lt. Col. Robin
Chandler said.
"What we're looking for is

some sort of signal," Chandler
said, "something that will tell us
the plane is there, such as broken
trees or scarring or burning."
Joining the search were
Colorado National Guard helicopters, which flew 16 sorties,
and Civil Air Patrol planes, which
also made 16 flights over the
search area, Chandler said.
There was also a military turboprop in the search.
Lt. Col. Bill Payne of the Civil
Air Patrol said searchers were
looking mostly for an engine.
"They hold up pretty well under
a crash," he said.
The search was expanded from
two to five areas on Saturday
• See PLANE, page three.

The New Master

more than a year, most of the
jury pool has exhibited a knowledge gap. They remember the
bombing's immediate aftermath
and recent news stories about
McVeigh's purported confessions, but almost all said they'd
paid little attention to stories
about the ongoing investigation.
"A lot of the jurors, even
though they know about the case,
they don't even know the amount
of deaths," Box said.
At the very least, moving the
trial got McVeigh into a state less
inclined to sentence people to
die. He could face the death penalty if convicted on federal murder and conspiracy charges in
the April 19, 1995, bombing that
destroyed the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building.
"There are only five people on
death row in the whole state of
Colorado," Box said. "We have
small counties in Oklahoma with
more than that."
Monday begins the third week
of Jury selection. So far, 62 prospective jurors have been questioned.

Amdad Prau pkan
Tiger Woods, pictured with caddy Mike Cowan, won the Masters by the most strokes ever, an amazing 1 2 shot triumph.
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Kick a soccer ball into the goal to be entered
into a raffle and win lots of prizes.
April 14, 1997 1-3 p.m.
Outside between Student Services and Kriescher.
$1.00 donation to participate.
All proceeds go to charity.
Any questions call 2-7164.

"Double) Treram (R) Paa«M Ravatrtcti

Anaconda (PG-13)
1:00 3:15 5:30 7:45 10:05
I V.VJ.
Devil's Own (R) Pttete Raratrtct
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2:00 4:45 7:15 9:55

SLING BLADE
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Open all day Friday,
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[Sports Xtra Roseanne
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Talk

{Daily Show [Viva

Tick I

Sportscenter X
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,
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Robocop: The Series

Major League Baseball
Web(R)
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..-reo'i Big Eaay "Clip Show" X SaH StaMnyt (In Stereo) Big Easy «

203 N. MAIN. B.G.
I
,

■EWTHFUUffl.
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YOUR CHOICE
ANY 2 ITEMS

DWIGHT YOAKAM
J.T. WALSH

S «-3!

FBI: l:t* »J0 Midni,hr
SAT-SUN: 2:00 4:M 7:00 »J0
MON-THLTtS: 7:00 »J«

^f RpHtY

Liar Liar (PQ-13)

(Off Air)

Open Weekdays ut 4 p.m.
Open ul Lunch Fri.. Sal. & Sun.

BILLY BOB THORNTON !

1:15 3:25 5:40 7:55 10:15

Paid Prog.

Mystery! -CarJaer (R) X

PISANELLO'S'

I CINEMA 5 woodland
(8 11234 N. M«W1 St 354-0558,

Or Kalr

Movie: ***'r "7heHirtrbrr>dCtjfcMr"(i990)X Movie ..•

Happily

Two (R) T

Editort

Criminals

FOX Sports Newt

Major league Batabal Houston Astros at St. louts Catdnais (Uve) X

Baseball

Sitkel

Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Star Trek: Neit Gener.

King ol Hill X-Files 3,

Pennant
Keeneland I HI Hockey
cnes al Detroit Vipers (Live)
Motorspo-tsHour P
Cycle World IMajor League Beeebtrl Anahem Angels at Cleveland moans, (live)
SC
jMovie: *•* ' I9r?4"i't984. Drama) Jchn Hun. Richard Bunoa
Sightings i
TM.A.N.T.I.S. "First Steps" Flash "Pilot" X
Sightings iin Stereo * Movie: »» "She »Vaits"(i97i)
New Edge |CNet
SCIFI
,
USA ItJutiTekeeOneiRiJC Pacific Blue "Full Moon" Movie:»» Sc»''^"ei's|i993iRickMoianis
|Movie: ««« "Mouse Party j 1990) ChnslopherReid |Movie: *« rlouseParty?"(1991|ChrislopherReid |Pacific Blue "Lasl RO:
Silk staikings

CHARITY KICK-OFF

Used Cert

Antiques Roadshow *

1968. Comedy) Ricki lake |

CHARITY WEEK

Medicine Woman

Lawrence Welk Show

COM Movie:

'11996)

Newt*

Mclaughlin |McLaughkn Nova Cut to Irie Heart

ESPN Sporttctr
1130) Mo

[Chicago Hope X

Movia: "MotherKnows 6esf"( 1997) Joanna Kerns

CABLE STATIONS

HBO

ouched by an Angel * Early Edition The Car

60 MinutM (In stereo) X

Tiger Woods: Champion PGA Goll The Masters - Fmal Round (live) *

Paid Prog.

•8W1L,

V

1

■ Add Broadsticks! Only $2,001

Every Sat

■

12N1id,, h,

*

HAMLET-SUBSTANCE OF FDIE

Med....$6.25 XLg
$9.50
(Bent Value 12 Slices)

ENDS
5/15/97

^—.
FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166 1
£
y. NOT VAUD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 1

' laHWCWte-V

ll-TZZQ'

CHICAGO STYLE EXTRA 1

COUPON EXPIRES ON 5/15/97^

PREFERRED
S} NOW LEASING
Call Today!

352-9378

FRIDAY
r

Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place • Mini Mall
Small Buildings Frontier Housing • Houses

&>

WITH DAVE
WELD & THE
IMPERIAL FLAMES

JACKIE

All residents receive a membership to

O

Cherrywood Health Spa
llnJovr healed swimming pool, sauna. Hydra-Spa Whirlpool, complete
exercise equipment, complete locker room and shower facilities)

19 and Over Every Night

PROPERTIES

$2.00 Fare
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age
▼
$1.00 Fare
'For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons & Children 4-13 w/Aduli
Transit I.D. Card Required"
' Available at Grant's Administrator's Office.

354-6203
T
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access S
Group Seating
▼

Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
BG Taxi information is available in large print and
audio tape format upon request.
Service Araa: Bowling Green
Picas* lei
drtvar know
how many
parsons
will ba riding

(lull I hour hriorf se

This service is
financed in part
from operating
assistance grant
from ODOT & FTA

Monday: $1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts all night
Tuesday:

$1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts all night
Requests Taken by the Midnight Marauders

nar.j--.-j.,,,. Hoppy Hour
weanesaay.
^Q pm

Enjoy our games: Darts. Air
Shuffle Board. Pool.

Hockey,

Thundav Ladies night, Happy Hour Prices all night &
7
every Thurs. Dance to the
_^lm^_
Midnight Marauders
No Cover
Except
Friday: Live Music every other weekend
Band
Nights •
Saturday: Live Music every other weekend

135 N. MAIN

353 6912

GREENBRIAR, INC.

I OH ICI VI

■

Time is running out on
these apartments...
• Columbia Court
• Field Manor

Winthrop Terrace Apts.

• Frazee Avenue

Fall '97 and Spring '98
Limited Summer Available

• Campbell Hill

Featuring:
Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. Furn./Unfurn.
1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations

• Mercer Manor

352-9135

• Buff

... Get them while they last!
224 E. Wooster

352-0717
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Racism probed as
cause of shooting
City sees third
unarmed black shot
by white officers
in three years
The Associated Press

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - It is supposed to be a shining example of
the "New South," a city proud of
decisions years ago to desegregate its schools and elect a black
mayor.
But Charlotte is reeling from
the death of Carolyn Sue Boetticher, a black woman killed by
police less than a week ago. It
was the second time in six
months that an unarmed black
was killed by white officers.
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by Jeremy Mania

Violent Femmes lead singer and guitarist Cordon Cano led the group through their show Friday at Anderson Arena.

"Why does this regretful thing
continue to go on in the city of
Charlotte?" asked Rev. Willie
Simpson, who lives in the area
where the shooting occurred.
"We have a problem with our
police officers. Are they caught
up in racism? How can a man
who is white get out of that car
and not get shot?"
Boetticher was a passenger in

a stolen car that drove through a
police checkpoint in a crimeridden part of town Tuesday
night. Two officers opened fire
after the driver, Robert Lundy
Sr., sped through the checkpoint
and swerved at police. Lundy, 55,
who is white, escaped injury and
was arrested.
When police got to the car, they
found a mortally wounded Boetticher. Of the 22 shots fired, 20
hit the car, the 48-year-old passenger had been hit in the neck.
Neither she nor Lundy were
armed.
"That just sounds a bit ridiculous. Not 22 times," said Elizabeth Lewis, 32, as she picked
up her two young children at a
friend's home 200 feet from the
scene of the shooting. "This really scares me because I have to
drive alone a lot of the time."
Police said the officers fired in
self defense, and there has been
no violence following the shooting. But the incident threatens to
shake Charlotte's reputation as a
progressive city that resolves its
problems.

for missing
The Femmes rock BG Search
airplane continues
□ The Violent Femmes
rocked Anderson Arena
Friday night as BGSU
opened its doors for this
popular college band.
By Brandon Wray and Tod
McCloskey
The BG News

"American Music" returned to
Anderson Arena Friday night
courtesy of the Violent Femmes.
The Violent Femmes brought
their quirky and offbeat stage
show to Bowling Green for a concert that was well-received by
University students. The Femmes played all of their classic
hits including, "Blister in the
Sun," "American Music" and
"Add it Up."

The audience was a good cross
section of the University and
local community population.
There were students with multiple body piercings sitting next
to parents who had brought up
little "sibs" for the weekend.
Overall, Bowling Green, in all its
shapes, sizes, and colors, came to
see the Femmes.
"I thought the concert was
great and went very well," said
Greg Lesinski, a guitarist for the
local band, September's Children. "It was about time Bowling
Green had a good show like this.
It is going to pave the way for future shows," Lesinski said "I
thought the show was great and
went very well."
The Femmes, who got their
start in the early 80s playing the
college circuit, seemed to enjoy
the opportunity to return to their

roots. They frequently thanked
the crowd for letting them play
here.
The first song that drew a response from the crowd was "Out
the Window." Any song from
their recent greatest hits collection, "Add It Up," drew a response.
The band played their most
famous song, "Blister in the
Sun," early in the set. The crowd
immediately erupted in a dancing frenzy. It was interesting to
see whether or not a lot of the
crowd who just came to hear
"Blister in the Sun" would stay
after they heard it. Luckily they
did.
With this concert Bowling
Green had the opportunity to
prove that it was a real concert
going community and not just a
bunch of drunks looking to hear

Trial relocation questioned
Prospective
jurors recall
media images
of bombing
The Associated Press

DENVER - They remember
rescuers running from the Oklahoma City rubble, carrying
bloodied babies in their arms.
They remember their first
glimpse of a suspect, a stonefaced Timothy McVeigh in crew
cut and orange jail jumpsuit, being marched past news cameras.
They remember accounts of
McVeigh's purported confession.
The recollections of prospective jurors raise the question
whether moving the McVeigh's
trial 600 miles to the judge's
home courthouse in Denver accomplished his intent: sidestepping the intense pretrial media
attention in Oklahoma to give the
defendant a fairer trial.
The move by U.S. District
Judge Richard Matsch largely

cleared the prospective jury pool
of relatives, friends and acquaintances of the 168 people killed
and the hundreds more who were
injured.
"There's hardly a person in
Oklahoma that doesn't know
someone affected by the bombing. There is considerable less
knowledge and considerable less
emotion in those jurors in
Colorado," said Irven Box, a
prominent Oklahoma City defense attorney who is following
the trial.
But did the change of venue
solve the problem of what
Matsch called the demonization
of McVeigh by the Oklahoma
media?
Prosecutors and defense attorneys declined to comment, citing
the judge's gag order, but most
legal experts following the trial
say moving the case worked.
"Generally they just haven't
paid attention, and that's what
Matsch was counting on," said
Andrew Cohen, a Denver trial attorney.
Although Denver reporters
have covered the case closely for

"Blister in the Sun" and kill time
before they went to the bars.
Along with "Blister," "American Music" was an early highlight. Lead singer and guitarist
Gordon Gano's guitar string
broke during this song, leaving
the Femmes to continue with just
bass and drums. Like the true
veteran band it is, the Femmes
worked through the mistake and
led a sing-along until a roadie
could get Gano's guitar fixed.
In the past, Gano has rarely
spoken with the crowd, usually
leaving Brian Ritchie to handle
that job.
The Femmes strange sense of
humor came through in songs
like "Dahmer is Dead," a song
about their hometown of Milwaukee and its most famous psy• See FEMMES, page three.

The Associated Press

EAGLE, Colo. - Three U-2 spy
planes were back in the air Saturday, searching Colorado's
snow-covered mountains for a
missing Air Force pilot and his
warplane.
The surveillance planes were
taking pictures of a 476-squaremile area near New York and
Red and White mountains, about
20 miles southwest of Vail in central Colorado. Two of them have
sensitive radar that can see
through the snow.
"That's actually providing us
with our data to focus the
search," Air Force Lt. Col. Robin
Chandler said.
"What we're looking for is

some sort of signal," Chandler
said, "something that will tell us
the plane is there, such as broken
trees or scarring or burning."
Joining the search were
Colorado National Guard helicopters, which flew 16 sorties,
and Civil Air Patrol planes, which
also made 16 flights over the
search area. Chandler said.
There was also a military turboprop in the search.
Lt. Col. BUI Payne of the Civil
Air Patrol said searchers were
looking mostly for an engine.
"They hold up pretty well under
a crash," he said.
The search was expanded from
two to five areas on Saturday
• See PLANE, page three.

The New Master

more than a year, most of the
jury pool has exhibited a knowledge gap. They remember the
bombing's immediate aftermath
and recent news stories about
McVeigh's purported confessions, but almost all said they'd
paid little attention to stories
about the ongoing investigation.
"A lot of the jurors, even
though they know about the case,
they don't even know the amount
of deaths," Box said.
At the very least, moving the
trial got McVeigh into a state less
Inclined to sentence people to
die. He could face the death penalty if convicted on federal murder and conspiracy charges in
the April 19, 1995, bombing that
destroyed the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building.
"There are only five people on
death row in the whole state of
Colorado," Box said. "We have
small counties in Oklahoma with
more than that."
Monday begins the third week
of Jury selection. So far, 62 prospective jurors have been questioned.
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Tiger Woods, pictured with caddy Mike Cowan, won the Masters by the most strokes ever, an amazing 12-shot triumph.
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GUEST COLUMNIST

Active cults on college campuses
A few weeks ago. 39 people
performed a mass suicide In a
mansion in San Diego. What I find
most surprising about this Incident is how few people (myself
Included) actually found this
surprising.
The dead belong(ed) to a group
called "Heaven's Gate." They
committed suicide in order to
escape their "earthly containers",
or "bodies." as I call our mortal
shells. Suicide was the only way
Heaven's Gate members felt they
could transcend the physical plane
and hop aboard a UFO that was
awalUng them, hidden In the tall of
the Hale-Bopp Comet.
Taking your own life, packing
suitcases for a subsequent UFO
voyage or even living in a mansion
are characteristics of a person that
doesn't quite fit into society's
definition of the large and occasionally exclusive group known as
NORMAL.
I'm not saying everybody has to
act "normal." Hell, if you dress in
chains, smoke controlled substances or have a Tlc-Tac-Toe
board tattooed on your face, more
power to you. It's Just that there
are so many people out there doing
their own thing, doing your own
thing isn't so original anymore.
But then again. Just because
the person sitting next to you In
American History is dressed
entirely in black with their hair in
a neon blue reverse mohawk, does
It mean that they're doing their
own thing?
The recent mass suicide brings
up some other important issues. I

think the Heaven's Gate debacle
is more intriguing than doleful.
Is their "departure" an lndicaUon that there is so little of
intrinsic value In our society
that our own mortality is
expendable?
Or perhaps it means that
more people exist with negligible
amounts of rational thoughts
flowing through their brains
than we think.
It Just might boil down to the
great battle "DOES LIFE SUCK
THAT MUCH?" versus "ARE
PEOPLE THAT IDIOTIC?"
Obviously, these people were
looking for something far
greater than whatever a thriving
Internet business could supply
them. Money wasn't getting the
Job done. These people (ranging
In age from 28-72) left their
families. other Jobs and friends
behind to Join the cult. There
must have been some compelling reason behind their acUons.
But then again, it can be Just
as easily asserted that these
people were simply a collecUon
of morons, lacking anything
resembling a shread of common
sense.
Heaven's Gate took their
ideologies to the extreme.
Undoubtedly, that's why they
were highlighted in the news
and will be remembered for
quite some Ume.
But Isn't that what America
loves?
We have extreme lifestyles,
political extremes and extreme

sports. Heck. Boston Market Just
Introduced the Extreme Combo
Meal. Where else besides this land
of extremes could we get Diet
Mountain Dew. Star Trek or even
Grunge Golf?
Heaven's Gate leader Marshall
Applewhite and David Koresh of
Waco fame have taken the focus of
cults mainly to the religious sector.
But let's not forget, there are
thousands of other cults operaUng
out and about. The American
Heritage Dictionary defines a cult
as "an exclusive group of persons
sharing an esoteric, [meant for or
understood by only a specific
group,] artistic or intellectual
Interest."
Cults frequently live communally. They usually have a leader.
Cults have tradition. They have
order. Cults have ritual. They are
prone to faddish behavior.
It seems to me that we have a
few cults of our own operating here
at BGSU. They exhibit all of these
tendencies, but are they sacred
because of their InstituUonalizaUon?
Sooner or later, cults become
dangerous — dangerous to themselves, dangerous to the rest of
society. Granted, not every cult
reaches an ideological climax
which requires trucks with refrigerated storage, as did Heaven's
Gate. However, when the danger
becomes real, the results are
nauseating.
Just ask those army paratroopers who got "pinned."
Maybe. Just maybe, my
thoughts have struck a chord with

a select few. If so. drop me a
line. We can start our own cult.
We'll all live In an isolated
University-delegated place of
residence. We'll have a cool
name, a funky logo, and we'll all
give out some hilarious nicknames.
Weil seemingly dress alike,
but that will be because we'll all
be wearing the t-shirts and
sweatshirts we printed up to
commemorate all our cult
acUvUies.
We gotta make up a website
though. Don't worry—we'll make
sure the cult perpetuates Itself
once we're gone.
All prospecUve newcomers
will prove their worth by painting a rock, swimming the
depths of Peregrine Pond, and
definitely chugging some brews.
Or on second thought, we
can forget all that. We can lead
our own lives, and we can think
for ourselves. Thinking for
ourselves, now that Is EXTREME. I must have been
brainwashed somewhere along
the line.
Who knows? Maybe those 39
people are having a blast.
They're kicking back In that
UFO laughing their asses off at
me down here.

0\
w

"We can start
our own cult.
We'll all live
in an isolated
Universitydelegated
place of residence. We'll
have a cool
name, a
funky logo,
and we'll all
give out
some hilarious nicknames."

Wouldn't that be original?
Tom Denk is a guest columnist for The News. Questions
and comments can be sent to
tomdenk@bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210
West HalL
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like to submit a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
•Make sure the letter is 500 words or lest.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone
numbers are strictly for verification and
not for publication!.
• Letters must be typed, not handwritten.
Letters bnwsjit In saved on a Madatotbcompfc'iMe disk are preferred.
• Brunj "•» Wter to Room 210 West Hall,
or e-mail us at bgnews9bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Be prepared to show valid identification.
• Space limitations may prevent The BG
News from printing all letters received.
The BG News reserves the right to edK
any and all letters.
Copyright C 1997. The BG News. Bowling
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission ofTheBG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.

SPECIAL GUEST COLUMNIST

Diversity is key to tolerant society
Many believe that diversity
educaUon Is Just something to
improve the self esteem of the
under represented groups in
"Amertkkka." However, according
to Vanessa J. Lawrence of Temple
University, the obJecUve is not to
make one group feel good nor to
make one group feel bad.
MulUculturalism is not meant
to exclude any group, but to
include groups who have been
historically left out. Without
knowledge of each others culture,
heritage and the like we will
continue to promote stereotypes,
prejudices and misunderstandings
amongst each other.
Increased attention to diversity
stems partially from a report
supported by the US Department
of Labor which predicts that by the
turn of the century, five-sixths of
new workers In the United States
will be women. African Americans.
Hlspanics. and immigrants.
American society seems to
promote the inclusion of nonwhite
cultures; however, I can't seem to
pinpoint any sincerity behind the
promoUons. For example, a quote
by Henry Louis Gates. Jr., chairman of an Afro-American Studies
Department and a professor of
English comes to mind:
"MulUculturaiism Is no panacea
for our social Ills. We're worried
when Johnny can't read. We're
worried when Johnny can't add.
But shouldn't we be worried too.
when Johnny tramples gravestones In a Jewish cemetery or
scrawls racial epithets on a
dormitory wall?"
Is mulUculturalism a menace to
society? We are suppose to work

together for the betterment of
the total society; however, we
have people Involved In the
National Alliance
(www.natvan.com) who want to
downplay the poslUve aspects
within the Black community.
In addlUon. on this web site
are accusaUons made against
Jews. For example, referring to
the Jewish Holocaust as
"Holocaust Hoax... their exaggeraUon. half truths, and
outright invenUons about the so
called 'Holocaust' easily the
most lied about topic ever..."
How Is the interpersonal
communication In this society
suppose to represent positive
aspects of diversity when we
have white supremacist
atutudes from those who are no
longer hiding under their white
hoods, but have transformed
their white hoods into the World
Wide Web and newspaper
aitlcles such as that published
In The News?
Furthermore, during their
dlscusslon of the Diana Ross
concert In Central Park, this
National Alliance goes on to
refer to Blacks and Hlspanics as
"wolf packs" that rob and terrify
Ipoorl white passengers on
buses and subway trains from
San Francisco to New York.
In the words of Rodney King.
'Can't we all Just get along?"
NOI We will not be able to get
along until the people who are
so Involved In multicultural
Issues take a good look at the
mirror and determine if they are
really sincere.
It's one thing to do the

research, read the books, and
attend lectures and workshops on
improving diversity, but what use
Is any knowledge or promotion of
diversity when some are involved
because they may feel obligated or
because they want to prove that
they are not racist?
For example, we have articles
such as Holger Klunge's "ReflecUons on Diversity" that states:
"recognize and honor employees
who pracUce diversity. A little
praise goes a long way. If you
know of an employee whose
commitment to diversity is
exemplary, call him or her and
thank them, publish their names,
give them an award." Does this
mean that we should participate
in diversity with the hopes of
receiving recognition?
We can continue to discuss the
importance of mulUculturalism
and promote its existence on
college campuses while some
professors, administrators and
many students bicker and snicker
about being required to help the
poor minorities by welcoming
them Into their departments,
offices and organizations Wake
up! MulUculturalism will only
work for the betterment of this
society if the initiatives are sincere
and not done to pass the class or
get the promt it ion.
Cultural diversity offers benefits. Research has shown that
mulUcultural groups develop more
and better alternatives to problems than culturally homogeneous
groups.
Diversity means recognizing the
uniqueness of others not getting
recognized for participating In

t

diversity initiatives In addlUon.
we don't need to force diversity
down people's throats Diversity
Is not like a push for a better
product. It Is to Incorporate In
the way we live and the key to
better Interpersonal communlcaUon within this diverse naUon.
Differences don't have to lead
to breakdowns in communication. It Is time to value the
contribuUons that different
nationalities, races, genders,
ages and experiences can bring
to an organization The focus
should not and will not continue
to be on eurocentric values, but
to Include the Impact of all
groups that disproportionately
Influence our society.
Without mulUculturalism.
Ignorance, prejudice, hate and
racism will continue to spread
Into the minds of our youth for
years to come. Once again. I say
"Wake up!"
In the words of Molefl Kete
Asante. author and chairman of
the Department of African
American Studies at Temple
University:
There is no common American culture...there is a common
American society, which is quite
different from a common American culture. Certain cultural
characteristics are shared by
those within the society, but the
meaning of mulUcultural is
"many cultures."
Corey L. Minor Is a graduate
assistant and academic adviser
In the office of Multicultural
Affairs. Questions and comments
can be sent to 210 West HalL

"It's one
thing to do
the research,
read the
books, and
attend lectures and
workshops on
improving
diversity, but
what use is
any knowledge or promotion of
diversity
when some
are involved
because they
may feel
obligated or
because they
want to prove
that they are
not racist?"
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guard's
death a
mystery
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Officials believe
Kador fell going
up a staircase
The Associated Press

BG Newi Photo by Jeremy Martin
Slate of Creen, whose lead singer is pictured above, opened up for the Femmes Friday night.

FEMMES
Continued from page one.

psychopath, and "Old
Mother Reagan," a 45-second
hand-grenade-of-a-song that
discussed the corruption in the
Reagan administration in the
80s.
The crowd responded
favorably to the whole show.
Overall, they were very enthusiastic, and the Femmes responded by not straying too far
from their well-known work.
The middle of the show
dragged somewhat as the band
pulled out some of their more
obscure songs. All was forgiven, however, when they
played "Gone Daddy Gone"
and "Kiss Off."
"Gone Daddy Gone" featured a xylophone solo that was
a refreshing re-assurement

that some people still do play
instruments in an age when
even bands like U2 have gone
"techno." Several of the Femmes' songs featured odd Instruments like a large kazoo.
This was vintage Femmes, doing things that just seem a
little weird and unexpected.
"Country Death Song" and
"Black Girls" also drew good
responses from the crowd.
Ritchie introduced their
anthem, "Dance, M.F., Dance,"
by saying that he had been
learning a foreign language
and it went like this, "When I
say dance, you best dance,
motherf""r."
The crowd tried throughout
the show to challenge the nocrowd surfing and no-moshing
rules. Concert-goers who attempted to have a real concert

experience were tossed out by
ushers.
Granted, this was a University-sponsored event, and the
idea of liability had to hang
over the heads of the organizers. But some of those rules
kept this show from having an
authentic concert feel to it. At
times it was hard to imagine
that Anderson Arena was anything but a basketball arena.
The Femmes encore of "Add
It Up" ended the show in an
excellent way.
As the song was playing, the
Femmes released shredded
paper that floated over the
first five rows and excited the
crowd.
The Violent Femmes have
made a career playing at colleges, and their music works in
this college setting.

Train service evaluated
The Associated Press

TOLEDO -- Nearly 200 people
interested in improving passenger train service in northwest
Ohio traveled by rail to Chicago
during the weekend to talk to
business and government leaders
and exchange ideas.
"We continue to send out the

message that we are serious
about passenger rail in northwest
Ohio," said state Rep. Sally Perz,
R-Toledo, head of the Northwest
Ohio Passenger Rail Association
which sponsored the train trip.
"It's a form of evangelism,"
said James Hartung, president of
the Toledo-Lucas County Port
Authority. "We're getting the
message out, getting people on

COLUMBUS -- A guard who
died after responding to a false
alarm at a prison had no apparent
health problems, her mother
said.
Kara Fador, 23, was responding to a call for assistance Friday
night at the Pickaway Correctional Institution in Orient. She
either fell and hit her head or collapsed, said Ohio Department of
Rehabilitation and Correction
spokesman Joe Andrews.
No prisoners were involved in
the woman's death, which Andrews said appeared to be the result of either natural causes or an
accident.
He said the alarm system to
which Ms. Fador was responding
to sometimes goes off accidentally and did so on Friday.
The minimum-security prison,
which is about IS miles south of
Columbus, houses 1,920 inmates.
Ms. Fador, who had been a
guard there since December, was
taken to Ohio State University
Medical Center, where she died
early Saturday, said hospital
spokesman Bob Fitzsimmons.

Her mother, Bonnie Fador of
St. Clairsville, said prison officials told her that her daughter
the train to experience the trip apparently fell while going up a
staircase.
and sense how relaxing it is."
Dense freight-train traffic on
She said they also told her that
the busy Conrail line west of
Toledo stopped the train once "Kara always did her job" and
Saturday and slowed it several was respected by co-workers and
more times. A 15-minute delay in prisoners.
Archbold resulted because a
"It seemed to be her thing. I
minor freight derailment in
Bryan blocked one of the two was sure scared for her, though,"
Mrs. Fador said.
main tracks.

Bomb victim remains hospitalized
her family.
"Apparently there is going to
be very little need for skin
grafts. If there is any need, it will
only be a little bit on her right
hand. She's very fortunate," he
said.
Mrs. Lister, 36, of Toledo, was
in serious condition Friday at St.
Vincent Mercy Medical Center.
The Associated Press
Authorities have interviewed
dozens of people but declined to
TOLEDO - A woman who sur- comment on whether they have
vived a bomb explosion in her car
may spend at least a month in the any suspects.
hospital recovering from her inMrs. Lister, a financial consuljuries, her lawyer said Friday.
"She's doing pretty well, better tant, suffered burns and internal
than expected," said Alan Kirsh- injuries when the bomb exploded
ner, a lawyer who is acting as a as she prepared to leave her ofspokesman for Linda Lister and fice about 5 p.m. Tuesday in su-

Recovery time
expected to
last at least
a month

Tuesday's explosion occurred
exactly one year after another
car bombing. That victim,
Rhonda Wheeler, also was a financial consultant and was leav-

ing work when a bomb went off.
She died nine days later. Her
husband, Robert, pleaded guilty
to planting the bomb and is in the
Lucas County jail awaiting sentencing.
Authorities acknowledge there
are similarities between the two
bombings but said they probably
are not connected.
Kirshner said Mrs. Lister's
husband, Charles, a computer
consultant who was recently laid
off, is taking care of their 1
1/2-year-old son.
"The baby didn't eat yesterday.
The baby is wondering where
mom is and all [Charles] can say
Is, 'She's sick, she's getting fixed.
Mommy will be home."

Capt. Craig Button broke away
from a three-plane formation
during a flight exercise over Arizona.
The plane, based at Davis-

Monthan Air Force Base in Tucson, Ariz., disappeared from
radar in Colorado, and visual
sightings and radar data indicate
Button was in control of the air-

burban Springfield Township.
Doctors had to amputate her
right foot.
She works at The Trust Company of Toledo, a financial services company.
Robert Hausken, a Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
agent, declined to comment
about the investigation's details.
Hausken said authorities were
awaiting test results on the car to
determine what kind of bomb
was used. He said the bomb was
planted inside the Honda Accord.

Showers T-slorms Rain

Flumes

Snow

Sunny PI Cloudy Cloudy

Via Associated Press GraphicsNet

Around the State
Internet may have provided link to missing
girl's whereabouts
CINCINNATI - A 16-year-old girl who was reported missing
by her parents was found unharmed Friday at the home of an Indiana man she may have met through the Internet.
Amanda Howard of Colerain Township got into her 1992 blueand-whlte Ford Mustang on Thursday to go to school and had not
been seen since.
Her family said it found a letter she wrote to an Indiana man
she met on the Internet. Police spokesman Jim Kelley said he
was unsure if the Goshen, Ind., man was the person to whom she
wrote.
The girl's great-aunt, Rachael Kidd, said Amanda's friends reported that men with whom she conversed on the Internet had
been "knocking on her bedroom window and stalking her."
Goshen is about 30 miles east of South Bend.

Student files lawsuit against school officials for
suspension
GREENVILLE, Ohio - A Greenville High School athlete has
filed a $100,000 lawsuit against school officials who alleged that
he violated school rules by drinking alcohol at a party in March.
Matt Eldridge says he was not drinking. But two boards of appeal believed other students' statements and barred Eldridge
from playing baseball this spring.
Eldridge has received a temporary injunction that allows him
to continue playing until Darke County Common Pleas Judge Lee
Bixler decides next week If the lawsuit should be allowed to be
heard.
School officials suspended Eldridge on March 26. They said
that for the second time this school year, he violated the school
athletic code by drinking. He had been charged with drunken
driving In October.
In the lawsuit, Eldridge contends that not being allowed to play
baseball this spring will ruin his chances of getting a college
baseball scholarship.

Fairborn man alleges extortion against drug
task force
FAIRBORN, Ohio - A Fairborn man has filed a $10.4 million
federal lawsuit alleging that the Greene County Drug Task Force
offered to dismiss certain charges against him in return for
money.
Bobby Johnson, who operates transmission repair shops in
Fairborn and Xenia, said the task force has refused to return all
the property It seized more than two years after the charges
were dismissed.
Defendants include the cities of Fairborn, Beavercreek and
Xenia, the Greene County sheriff's office and the task force.
Greene County Prosecutor William F. Schenck, a task force
board member and defendant, said he has not seen the lawsuit
and declined comment, as did Fairborn Police Chief Anthony Slifka, a spokesman for the task force.
The suit results from an Aug. 25,1993, raid on Johnson's home
and other properties in which police seized guns and other items
Johnson valued at more than $200,000.
Johnson was charged with theft and receiving stolen propely.
The charges were dismissed by a judge who ruled that police
seized items beyond the scope of the warrants.

PLANE
Continued from page one.

"because of data imagery,"
Chandler said. It was suspended
at nightfall and was to resume

Sunday with good weather in the
forecast.
The A-10 Thunderbolt carrying
four 500-pound bombs was reported missing April 2 when

Now Accepting Applications

DON'T GET CAUGHT SLEEPING.
Begin Spring With A Fresh Start!

A NEW HOME!
222
320
709
801

-228 South College
• 309 High
Elm
• 824 Sixth
Fifth
• 843 Sixth
- 803 Fifth
• 1024 East Wooster
• Above Downtown Businesses

• Brochure of Professional & Groduotion Students Available
• Revised Undergrod Brochure with Spring Discounts

T
T
T
▼
T
▼

Fall 1997 BG News Editor
Summer 1997 BG News Editor
1997-98 Gavel Editor
1997-98 KEY Yearbook Editor
1997-98 Miscellany Editor
1997-98 Obsidian Editor

Application forms may be picked up al 204 West Hall
Deadline is Thursday, April 17, 5:00 pin

Newlove Rentals
328 S. Main (Our Only Office)

and put the plane on autopilot.
They have said they have no
Air Force officials have pre- Idea what may have caused Butviously suggested that Button ton, a highly regarded pilot, to fly
could have become incapacitated off course.

craft the whole time.

352-5620
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Wheelin'Along

Minnesota man dies in parachute jump accident
SUPERIOR, Wis. - A man making a parachute jump from
10,000 feet fell to his death Saturday, striking the ground in a
trailer court with such force that residents felt the impact 100
feet away.
The 45-year-old Minnesota man, who has not been Identified,
apparently pulled his reserve parachute moments before he hit
the ground. His body was covered with the orange reserve parachute; the main parachute bag was a few feet away.
One of three other parachutists who participated In the jump,
Charles Androsky ST., said the victim had two years of experience and had packed his own main parachute. Androsky and the
other two skydivers pulled their chutes and lost sight of the victim.
"We pulled at 3,000 feet, which is normal altitude for a freefall
jump," he said. "None of us saw him go in. We don't know what
happened."
The victim had made about 25 previous jumps, Androsky said.
Bernle LaValley said he was startled out of his shed by the
noise of the impact.
"I heard a whoosh, thud, crash, so I walked right out," he said.
"I looked up and saw three chutes open. I knew right away what
happened."

SabreTech may become a defendant in Valujet
lawsuit
ATLANTA - ValuJet Airlines is trying to drag its former
maintenance subcontractor into a lawsuit filed by the father of a
victim in the Flight 592 Florida Everglades crash.
The Atlanta-based airline has asked a county judge for permission to make SabreTech a defendant in the case, claiming the
Phoenix firm's negligence caused the May 11 crash.
If allowed, ValuJet could argue that SabreTech should pay
damages to the victim's estate as well as to the airline itself.
SabreTech is the company that packaged and loaded a shipment of oxygen canisters suspected of causing the DC-9 to catch
fire and crash into the Everglades, killing all 110 aboard.
The company has 30 days to respond to ValuJet's request for
the "third party" complaint.

North
1091 N Mam
3522430

CONVENIENCE MART

Anoclated Pmi photo

Robert lames Moore, 4, peddles his tricycle alongside his father, Doug Moore, as they roll along
Village Drive Saturday in Middletown, Ohio.

South
996 S Main
352-0534

kOOOOOOW
Super Lotto
The Number
Instant Lottery

I $35 dollars per week I

• Charg,e all purchases
*lncludins Gas
• Money Orders: 49<

Semester leases $ 850
per semester

OPEN 24 HOURS!

I Call Julie at Newman
I Housing: 354-2191 ,

Inside Greenwood Centre.

M/L

Student Housing
Close to Campus
Summer 6 week leases

Greenwood Centre
1602 E Wooster
352-3443

OREENWDOO CENTRE 1*
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BGLAD Week
Monday. April 14. 1997
▼ 11:00am to 9:00pm, Talk Show Festival

NATION

NEWMAN HOl'SIM.

April 14th--April 19th
Schedule of Events

• Channel 4 in Academic Buildings and Main Library
• Channel 59 in University Residences
▼ 1:00pm to 3:00pm, Open Forum sponsored by VISION

• Free Speech Area by University Union
(Weather Permitting - Alternate date: Tuesday, April 15th)
▼ 7:30pm, CLB Panel

• Offenhauer Towers, Main Lobby
Tuesday. April 15. 1997
▼o:00pm, Wilde Boys Comedy Croup
• Amani Room
(Admission is FREE. Cash / Canned Food donations benefit David's House)
▼9:30pm, CD Players Performance
• 8 o' clock Dining Room, Kreischer Quadrangle
Wednesday. April 16. 1997

Red River waters crest
Officials warn
communities to
remain alert for
further flooding
The Associated Press

FARGO, N.D. - With warmer
temperatures on the way, the
swollen Red River reached its
highest point this century, a
slow-moving disaster edging
north toward a dozen more communities waiting behind sandbag
fortresses.
After two weeks of creeping
toward an anticipated record
high, the river crested Saturday
at 37.6 feet - 20 feet above flood
stage but short of the 1897 record
of 39.1 feet.
Most of the city of 74,000 was
dry behind its floodwalls. But
officials warned that the crest
was no reason for people to let
their guard down after weeks of

• Wear jeans to Support Human Rights (Gay Rights = Human Rights)
▼ 1 1:00am to 9:00pm, Talk Show Festival

• Channel 4 in Academic Buildings and Main Library
• Channel 59 in University Residences
▼7:00pm, HOPE (HIV Outreach, Prevention and Education) Panel

• McDonald East

▼ 8:00pm, Movie - Jeffrey
• 115 0lscamp
(Admission is FREE)

slabs of ice floating downstream
could rupture sandbag dikes or
jam up behind bridges. Many
roads already were closed in the
area.
And more melting snow will
only add to already surging
rivers.
The Red River had been rising
for nearly two weeks across the
vast prairie that spans the Minnesota-North Dakota state line.
At least eight deaths have been
blamed on the weather.
Flooding had been expected
following the winter's staggering
120-inch snowfall, but conditions
were aggravated by last weekend's double hit: a pounding rainstorm followed by a blizzard that
dumped up to 2 feet of snow.
Communities north of Fargo
have been watching the situation
here closely for clues as to how
serious the situation will become
in their own towns.

Hiednik's victim remembers
Execution of
brutal murderer
occurs Tuesday
The Associated Press

▼Jeans Day

building homemade dikes and
fortifying their homes with
sandbags.
"When the crest hits, everybody says, 'Hey, let's get the
champagne,' but that's not the
case until you get all 7 or 8 feet of
water off those dikes," said Dennis Walaker, Fargo's operations
manager.
It will be another week before
Fargo is out of danger, Walaker
said, predicting the northflowing river would begin falling
by about 4 to 6 inches on Sunday.
"That's not very quickly when
it's got to drop 20 feet," he said.
Temperatures climbed Into the
40s Saturday, bringing out sightseers who lined the railing at a
parking garage across the river
in Moorhead, Minn. They
snapped photos of street signs
poking above the murky water.
Similar temperatures were
forecast for Sunday, and some
areas could see highs in the 50s
on Sunday.
The warmer temperatures
posed a new threat - that giant

PHILADELPHIA - Josefina
Rivera's ankles still bear the
marks of shackles that held her
and five other women captive in
a basement torture chamber for
four months.
Two of the women died grotesquely, one electrocuted, another starved, then butchered
and fed to the survivors. It happened a decade ago, but Rivera,
now 36, cannot forget the rapes

and beatings or the awful legacy.
Her face became so recognizable
at her captor's trial that strangers at the supermarket or on the
bus still ask about her ordeal she is one of "Heidnik's girls."
Rivera hopes her nightmare
will end Tuesday, when Gary
Heidnik is scheduled to be executed by lethal injection.
"I may not be free until after
he's dead," said Rivera, a mother
of three who lives 10 blocks from
where Heidnik's house used to
stand. "It's still so unbelievable
It doesn't feel like 10 years ago."
Heidnik's insanity plea was rejected In 1988, and he was convicted of two counts of firstdegree murder. He has said all
along that he wants to be exe-

cuted; an appeal was pending by
advocates who argue against his
death because they say he's mentally ill.
Heidnik, 53, would become
only the third person executed in
Pennsylvania since 1962 and the
first in nearly two years.
Rivera was 26 and had spent
five years as a prostitute when
Heidnik picked her up Nov. 26,
1986, offering her $20 for sex at
his house.
"He wasn't different at first.
He didn't give you that impression," she said.
But after they had sex, Heidnik
choked her until she passed out.
When she came to, she was in
handcuffs.

▼ 10:00pm, Paint the Rock

• Meet at 115 Olscamp after the Movie

MIDAMMMOR

Thursday. April 17.1997

NOT MANY
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR NEXT YEAR!!
•Within walking distance of
campus
•Air conditioning
•2 bdrm, Furnished or
Unfurnished
•Gas, Heat, Water included
with rent

▼ 10:00am to 2:00pm, VISION Information Table

• University Union Foyer
j * 7:30pm, Relationships on the Road Performance

■

• Ashley Activity Room, Kreischer Quadrangle

Friday. April 18.1997
| ▼ 10:00am to 2:00pm, VISION Information Table
• University Union Foyer
Education Materials
]
Articles addressing issues of sexual orientation have been placed on reserve at the |
Jerome Library. To request the articles, provide the following call numbers to the j
Reserve Room librarian: HP01, Walker or SHARP.
j
* »|HIII-Ollll \\\

Call Now!!!!
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orn<« <>r id.- IVOM.-I. VISION

352-4380
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641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
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Earthquake strikes China killing nine
Government bureau
organizes relief
team to send to
Xianjiang province
The Associated Press

BEIJING - A powerful earthquake struck remote northwestern China Friday, killing
nine people and injuring more
than 40 others. Seismologists
warned that the region, already
reeling from a series of tremors,
could face more in coming days.

The magnitude-6.6 quake lief personnel in place following
struck Xinjiang province at 1:34 two strong quakes earlier this
p.m. and was centered in Jiashi week.
county, the state-run Xinhua
The two quakes hit Jiashi,
News Agency said.
about 2,000 miles west of Beijing,
The region was without elec- on Sunday, injuring at least 23
tricity and water, Han Yuepeng, people and causing heavy dama seismology official in Urumqi, age.
Xinjiang's capital, said by teleIn January, two powerful
phone.
quakes shook the county in rapid
Thirty of the injuries were be- succession, killing 12 people. A
lieved serious.
magnitude-6 quake on March 20
Han said the central govern- killed 24 people.
ment's State Seismology Bureau
Today's quake destroyed many
planned to send a relief team to of the buildings that had been
the region Saturday. The spared in previous disasters.
government already has some reJiashi, home to mainly Muslim,

Turkic-speaking ethnic groups,
has experienced numerous aftershocks since the January quakes.
The area is near China's borders with the former Soviet republics of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan.

Goodbye, tax forms.
HelloJeleFile!

Algerian massacres confirmed
Months of raids
by militants
finally reported
by government
The Associated Press

ALGIERS, Algeria - Muslim
militants wielding sabers, knives
and axes raided a village just
south of the capital, killing 22
people.
Witness accounts of the
slaughter, which occurred overnight Friday, were confirmed by
the government - the first official acknowledgment in months
of village massacres.

After storming the village of
Menaa, 20 miles outside of Algiers, around 20 armed men
ordered victims out of their
houses in the middle of the night
before slitting their throats or
cutting off their heads in the
main square of the village, residents said on condition of anonymity.
The men's leader carried a list
of people to be killed and said he
belonged to the Armed Islamic
Group, the most radical of Algeria's militant factions, witnesses
said.
Friday's killings were just the
latest in a surge of massacres as
the government prepares for
parliamentary elections amid a
5-year-old Muslim insurgency.
Until now, the official media

has refused to report recent killings, downplaying the violence to
demonstrate that authorities
have the upper hand against militants in the run-up to the June S
vote.
In all, at least 130 villagers
have been killed in the last 10
days in Algeria, after a lull in attacks as the government waged
an offensive on the militants.
The June legislative elections
will be the first scheduled by the
government since it canceled a
1992 vote that favored the Islamic Salvation Front.
An estimated 60,000 people
have died in the insurgency by
militants seeking to establish a
government based on strict Islamic law.

British Confrontation

Ttiii year, million! will file thtir l»
returns by fhm — using TeleFile, >
free service from the IRS. The call
is easy ana! refunds are fast. Check
your mail for a TeleFile booklet.

ill TeleFile
Iff frit. Ill fill. It tferkt.
Department o* me Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

VISIT OUR NEW STORE
44S E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mori-Sat 11-9
Sunday 12-6
352-3306

"Raising such a condition is dishonest and inhumane behavior
aimed at abusing food aid as a political weapon and securing a
concession from [North Korea]
in the security issue," the
spokesman said.
"The food aid, which is a humanitarian issue, and the [peace]
talks are different things."
The Korean Peninsula is still
technically at war - the conflict
ended in a shaky truce - and the
shared border is the world's most
heavily armed.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

iniiiiiiiii

'AMU
'4
in 'iiiiuiimiiihiii'

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!

t£r
lOUAl HOlltlKC
OPPORTUNITY

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

u

OSLO, Norway - Five neo-Nazis have been arrested on suspicion of plotting to assassinate leading Norwegian public figures
and attack national institutions, police said Saturday.
"I think I can say that they are very central people in (violent
neo-Nazi) circles, but further investigation will show how big
this case is," said Ellen Holager Andenaes, head of the Norwegian Police Intelligence Service.
She said the men, all in their early 20s, were being charged
under a seldom-used law against conspiring to use violent means
to disrupt public order, such as attacking public figures.

PISANELLO'S
Open Weekdays al 4 p.m.
Open al Lunch Fn.. Sal. & Sun.

203 N. MAIN. BG.
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352 -5166

YOUR CHOICE
ANY 2 ITEMS

|Sm
$4.75 Large....$7.75
Med....$6.25
XLg
$9.50
1
(Beet Value-12 Slice*)

E
ENDS
5/15/97

I

Add Breadsticks! Only $2.00

|

-—.
FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166
£ _
\ NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER Of FER
CHICAGO STYLE EXTRA
EXPIRES ON 5/15/97

gPCOQ'

cc
COUPON

Saturday April 19
095 Overman
9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Peace talks not affected by
North Korean food shortage
SEOUL, South Korea - North
Korea acknowledged Saturday
its food shortage is "very serious," but said that would not determine whether it agrees to
peace talks proposed by the
United States and South Korea.
"If they think that the food
problem decides whether we accept the talks or not, it would be a
serious mistake," North Korea's
official Korean Central News
Agency quoted a foreign ministry spokesman as saying.
U.S. and South Korean officials

Norwegian Neo-Nazis arrested in suspicion of
assassination plot

ENVIRONMENTAL
CAREER WORKSHOP

Police dressed in riot; gear are sent in as trouble flares outside the gates of Downing Street, London,
Saturday, during a march to support sacked dock workers.
^^

are scheduled to meet Wednesday in New York to hear North
Korea's response to their joint
offer.
The spokesman, who was not
identified, neither rejected nor
accepted the proposal.
"Our food problem is very serious, but it is foolish to expect
our system to be seriously affected by the problem," he said.
He criticized the United States
and South Korea for withholding
large-scale food aid until North
Korea sits down to negotiate an
official end to the 1950-53 Korean
War.

EMERYVILLE, Ontario -- Their phone has been tapped and
their calls interrupted by strange voices. At times, power to their
home has been mysteriously cut.
Since December, the Tamai family has been harassed by an
electronic intruder who distorts his voice with the help of a computer, calls himself Sommy and has even switched channels on
the family's television.
This week, trying to push the investigation forward, Debbie
and Dwayne Tamai of Ontario and their 15-year-old son went
public with their story.
"It's probably falling into what Sommy wants, but the only way
to get the investigation going is to bring as much attention to it as
possible," said the family's lawyer, Don Tait.
Ontario's attorney general, Bob Runciman, said he has been
assured that police and telephone company officials are doing
everything possible to catch Sommy.
The investigation has included extensive interviews with
neighbors, friends and close scrutiny of the Tamai family.
They've been cleared as suspects, and the house has been rewired three times.
Sommy's identity and method of infiltration has frustrated
police specialists. Experts from the phone company, electric
company and Canada's industry ministry have joined in the investigation, but without success.

IMAGINE
has arrived...
Piercing & Tatooing
in the Bank Vault!

The Associated Press

Electronic intruder harasses Ontario family

http://werw.irf.uflreai.fev

The Unique Boutique
Living Canvas Tatoo

Associated Press pb«t*

Around the World

The workshop is free & open to the
public.
Pizza will be served for lunch.

Four environmental professionals will speak:
Theresa
Kallmeyer.

Jim
Amburgey,

Occupational
Technician lor
BGSU Health & Safety.

Environmental Health
Safety Manager for
North Star BHP Steel.

^fceA^.

&

Gerry
Rich,

Craig
Wittig,

Air Quality
Director for
the Bowling
Green E.P.A.

BGSU
Recycling
Program
Coordinator.

For more information call the BGSU Recycling Program: 372-8909
To reserve a spot clip this section & mail to:
BGSU Recycling Program. 149 College Park.
Name:
__
Phone Number: _
Pizza Preference:
This workshop is sponsored by the BGSU
Center for Environmental Programs &
the BGSU Recycling O Program.
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Above: Bassist Brian Ritchie plays bass
reed in the beginning of the show.
BG News Photo by Hideki Kobayashi
Above: During the song, "American Music," lead singer and guitarist. Cordon Gano's guitar broke and Gano had to improvise while a roadie
I repaired it. BG News Photo by Hideki Kobayashi

Left: Bassist, Brian Ritchie led the crowd in a singa-iong to the song, "Dance M.F. Dance."
BG News Photo by Hideki Kobayashi

Drummer Gut Hoffman uses bongos during the show.
BG News Photo by Jeremy Martin

IF ONE WOMAN STOOD UP AND TOLD THE TRUTH ABOUT
HERSELF, THE WORLD WOULD SPLIT WIDE OPEN

Muriel Rukeyser

•1* f lAVOWS ON TAP

m

DONT MISS-

Monday: $1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts all night
FANNIE LOU HAMER: THIS LITTLE LIGHT...
Tuesday:

$1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts all night
Requests Taken by the Midnight Marauders

W.dn.,d.y: *WHour

Enjoy our games: Darts, Air
Hockey, Shuffle Board. Pool.

Thursday: Ladies ni9h'. Happy Hour Prices all night &
' every Thurs. Dance to the
—
Midnight Marauders
No Cover
Except
Friday: Live Music every other weekend
Band
Nights
Saturday: Live Music every other weekend

135 N. MAIN
ft

A DRAMATIC PORTRAYAL
CONCEIVED, WRITTEN, & PERFORMED
DY
DR. DILLIE JEAN YOUNG
LENHART GRAND DALLROOM
UNIVERSITY UNION
MONDAY, APRIL 14, 1W7
7:30 PM
A Free Program Sponsored Dy The Presidents
Human Relorions Commission

Student Marketing Manager
Pro Performance Marketing needs a reliable,
professional, outgoing, goal oriented event
manager to execute promotions for university
sponsored marketing program.
'Excellent pay
'All expense paid training conference in
Philadelphia
'For '97-'98 school year
'Nationwide program
Call Cynthia at

1-800-377-1924
for more information and to schedule an
interview.
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Sports

Blake Parkins
Sports Editor
372-2602

Tiger triumphs in record fashion
the Associated Press

Associated Prvii ptiMa

Nick Faldo, last year's Masters champion, helps newly crowned champion Tiger Woods try on the green
jacket that the 21-year-old earned by shooting the lowest total in Masters history. Woods' 18-under par
270 matched the lowest score in any major.

AUGUSTA, Ga. - Ultimately.
Tiger Woods' record-setting
Masters victory was more about
Jack Nicklaus than Jackie Robinson.
The rollicking cheers and
waves of affection that carried
Woods through the final few
holes and onto the 18th green at
Augusta National Golf Club made
that clear.
His golf game seemed to make
it inevitable.
When the green jacket was
draped over the shoulders of the
21-year-old champion, golf
greeted not just the first black to
win a major professional championship, but also a player of the
talent, intelligence and discipline
to achieve his goal of being the
best to ever play the game.
After making his final putt,
Woods became a kid again,
squeezing his eyes tight, fighting
back tears and hugging his
father, Earl, who taught him the
game, and his mother, Tida.
"My dad said last night, 'If you
play well and be yourself, it
would be the most rewarding
round you've ever had.'"
It might have been more than
that.

"Phenomenal performance,"
Nick Faldo, last year's winner,
told Woods. "Welcome to the
green jacket."
Closing with a 69, Woods finished at 18-under-par 270, the
lowest score ever shot in the
Masters and matching the most
under par by anyone in any of the
four Grand Slam events.
His 12 stroke victory over Tom
Kite was not only a Masters record by three strokes, but the
greatest winning margin in any
major since Tom Morris Sr. won
In the 1862 British Open by 13
strokes.
And, for another record, the
21-year-old Woods became the
youngest golfer ever to win the
Masters.
Entering Sunday with a ninestroke lead over Costantino Rocca, the final round was a mere
formality which he handled perfectly, playing safely but not
shyly.
"He's out there playing another game on a golf course he is
going to own for a long time,"
said Nicklaus, who won the Masters at 23 and whose six titles are
more than anyone else's. "I don't
think I want to go back out and be
21 and compete against him."
What Woods did this week at
Augusta means that anything is

possible.
The Grand Slam - winning the
Masters, U.S. Open, British Open
and PGA in the same year - is not
out of the question for Woods,
and breaking the record low
score of 59 for a competitive
round could be only a matter of
time.
A scintillating 66 followed by a
65 in the middle two rounds when only one other player
could shoot a 66 - proved that,
and it ended the tournament.

His remarkable accomplishments as a golfer, however, almost overshadowed yet another
significant achievement: Woods'
victory came just two days shy of
50 years after Jackie Robinson
became the first black to play
major league baseball.
And surely, 50 years from now,
the day Tiger Woods won the
Masters will be discussed with
just as much awe and perhaps
with as much significance as
Robinson breaking baseball's
color barrier.
Woods' walk to the first tee on
Sunday was greeted not with
turned heads, but with craned
necks as thousands tried to get a
glimpse of the game's new hero.

Zips abuse BG, win three
□ Akron takes three of
four from the Falcon
baseball team on a cold
and rainy weekend.

Q.

For the Falcons, four pitchers
Danny Schmitz
- all freshmen -- went to the
mound, and three of the four sufFalcon baseball coach
fered. Cheney allowed nine runs
in two Innings, Mike Muzi aland shortstop Drew Niles belted
lowed three runs in three inSmith
Hundley three singles and drove in three
nings, and Brad Karabic earned
runs.
one in two-thirds of an inning.
The bats would not work as
BG got solid pitching In the mentary of Hundley's performwell in the final game, collecting
second game, as sophomore Jeff ance.
only two hits off of Akron starter
Hundley went seven innings, giv"[Hundley] was outstanding,"
ing up just one unearned run. The Schmitz said. "He had a great Joe Header, who went the disgame was tied at one apiece at outing. It's too bad it got too dark tance.
Akron, on the other hand,
the end of regulation, when um- because Jeff still had good
banged out nine runs on 13 hits.
pires called the game on account stuff."
of darkness.
The Falcon pitching was vin- BG starter Joe Holland gave up
The continuation of the game dicated in the third game as Andy five earned runs In five innings.
"When we get the quality
Sunday morning didn't last very Smith went all seven innings, givlong, as Akron center fielder Rob ing up just two earned runs. He starts, we win," Schmitz said.
The Falcons' conference
Arnold hit a solo home run, and struck out eight and walked just
Akron edged BG 2-1. Falcon re- one. Smith Improves his record ledger falls to 6-6, 15-14 overall.
Akron, last year's Mid-American
liever Rick Blanc worked the on the season to 6-1.
Conference tournament chamcontinuation, earning his third
"Smltty kind of stopped the pion, boosts its conference reloss of the season.
bleeding for us there," Schmitz
"He just happened to get the said. "He's been our most con- cord to 7-6.
BG travels this week for a pair
bat head out," BG head coach stistent pitcher all year, and he
of non-conference games at
Danny Schmitz said. "We've seen
just had a great outing."
Michigan and Notre Dame. Next
he can hit, but he was mostly just
BC New. n«» b» Hukkl Kcbajwkl
spraying them to right. He just
The Falcon bats came alive in weekend they return home to BG hurler Joe Cheney sends a pitch to the plate in the first game on
got lucky on one."
that game, creating six runs. play MAC cellar-dweller Toledo Saturday. The freshman struggled against the Zips and dropped to 0-3
Schmitz was highly compli- Senior Jason Calvin homered. for four more conference games.
on the year.

By JIM TOCCO
The BG News
The Falcons dropped three of
four games to the Akron Zips this
weekend. BG split the middle two
games with Akron, sandwiched
between two beatings administered by a relentless Akron hitting barrage and superior pitching.
Though the teams had to wait
over an hour for the rains to relent and the grounds crew to prepare the field Saturday, Akron's
bats came out swinging.
The first six blue and gold batters scored, pounding freshman
pitcher Joe Cheney. Akron batted
around in the first inning. The
Zips would add five more in the
third, three in the fifth, and four
in the sixth to obliterate Bowling
Green 18-3.
Akron starter Ben Singer went
the distance in the first game,
striking out seven and earning
none of the Falcons' three runs.

B G S U

"When we get quality
starts, we win."

BASEBALL

LOOKING FOR A JOB
IN GREATER CLEVELAND?

presents

Are you graduating in a few weeks and have no idea
where to begin your search for employment? Let the
Greater Cleveland Growth Association's Job Seeker's
Guide help you. The guide is a great way to start your
search for employment in Greater Cleveland and
includes:
■Job search tactics
•Employment agencies
•Greater Cleveland Largest Employers Directory
The Largest Employers Directory itself puts you in touch with the
names, addresses, phone numbers, and human resource contacts
(where available) at approximately 1,300 Greater Cleveland companies. Order the Job Seeker's Guide today for only $15.

LES BELLES
SOEURS
by Michel Tremblay
Joe E. Brown Theatre

April 16- 19 at 8:00 p.m.
April 20 at 2:00 p.m.
For Reservations call 372-2719

THEATRE

Call the Research department of the Growth Association at (216)
621-3300 ext. 565 and get your career off to a great start!

PREFERRED
Better Ingredients. Better Plzzo
VS.

University of
Detroit
(Doubleheader)
3:00 pm
at BGSU Softball
Diamond
Admission is FREE to everyone
1
-

■

--.

-.

-.

12th Anniversary Sole!!!
2 for $12 for 12 days
Only 9 days leftUI

GET YOUR APARTMENT
BEFORE TIME RUNS OUT
Now Leasing for Fall '97
Call Today!

352-9378

Fox RurvHavert House Manor
Piedmont'Bircriwood Race-Mini MaB
Small Buildings Fronfer Housing-House*

All residents receive a membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

(Index* hoaaxf *wimmno pool, sauna. HyoVa-Sp* Whirlpool, comptett
Bnarefea equipment, complex todur room and snow taeWx)

353-7272
oln

I

Good from 4/9 - 4/20

PROPERTIES

SOFTBALL

Dine In or Carry Out

Western sweeps series from BG

CAJFJE
"Good Cookin' - Cowboy Style"

353-CALL
Open 11:00-3:00 Mon.-Sat., and Friday nights 'til 9:00
109 North Main Street, Downtown Bowling Green, OH

□ The error-prone Falcon soflball team drops
a pair of doubleheaders
to Western Michigan.
By JASON McMAHON
The BG News

CHARITY WEEK
CHARITY KICK-OFF

Kick a soccer ball into the goal to be entered
into a raffle and win lots of prizes.
April 14, 1997 1-3 p.m.
Outside between Student Services and Kriescher.
$1.00 donation to participate.
All proceeds go to charity.
Any questions call 2-7164.

Units still available for fall '97
R.E. Management
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
•841 Eighth Sr.
«840/850 Sixth Sr.
•Monville Ave
•Campus Manor
•825 Third St.
»313 N. Main
CHECK OUT OUR SUMMER RATES
CALL US TODAY
OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5
SAT 8 to 12 us Railroad St.

352-9302

(MII

to KiNko's)

**ROLLERBLADE SALE!!!

I
I
I
I

I

%■

Monday, April 14. 1997
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Clearance Sale on
°° a^Zw- Rollerblades.

19

Sizes ore limited
New models arriving daily!
We carry protective equipment
and Roller Hockey supplies.
FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS
VMVM>^*>

A^JF

We accept:
ATM « Check Cards

123 S. Main St. • Downtown BG • Phone 352-3610

BGSU Women's Tennis
Wednesday, April 16th

vs. Kenyon
at 4:00 pm
Matches at Keefe Courts
Admission is Ffl€€ to everyone

NEW
■APARTMENTS

t

I

Bowling Green went Into this
weekend's pair of doubleheaders
with Western Michigan hoping
for a sweep. BG coach Rachel
Miller Reif had stated it was
"mandatory" to take three of the
four.
A split of the series would have
been respectable. The Falcons
would need one victory to salvage anything from the weekend.
Losing all four was not an option.
But the Broncos swept the set
anyway, taking a pair of games at
the BGSU Softball Field Saturday and coming back Sunday to
win two more,
i Western used a six-run seventh
inning to ice a 9-3 victory Saturday and followed that up with a
convincing 6-1 triumph in the
nightcap. The Broncos took each
game Sunday by a count of 3-0.
"[We] couldn't be happier,"
Western coach Kim Worden said.
"We put everything together this
weekend."
BG, as has been the case all
year, was victimized by its
gloves. The Falcons committed
12 errors over the weekend, leading to at least one unearned
Western run in each contest.
"We got key hits when we
needed to," Worden said. "We
also took advantage of their mistakes, and that was probably the
biggest key this weekend."
Senior pitcher Jennifer Wolf
was tagged for two of the losses,
dropping to 5-10 on the season.
Wolf pitched an exceptional
game going the distance Sunday,

Her first pitch sent Worden
scurrying over to the base umpire to complain of an illegal delivery. The umpire took note and
called a balk on the second delivery. After balls two and three,
the fourth pitch was wild, putting
runners on the corners. With a

BG Newi Pholo by Doug Khrenoviky

Falcon left fielder Pam Kreuz gets caught in the middle of a fifth-inning
double play in yesterday's doubleheader vs. Western Michigan. The
Broncos won all four games over the weekend.

1-0 count on the next Datter, Aldrich committed another balk
and was yanked. Hamilton finished out the game.
The Falcons fell behind early
in the first game Sunday as well.
Before the Falcons even grabbed
a bat, they were down by two
runs.
Hamilton took the loss in the
game, allowing those two runs
and an unearned Bronco marker
later in the game. The only Falcon run came in the sixth when
second baseman Melissa Cricks
knocked in third baseman Erin
Zwinck.
Wolf took the hill in the final
game, trying to make amends for
her subpar performance in the
opener. She did more than her
part, shutting down the Broncos
through four innings.
Three consecutive singles and
an outfield error pushed across
two Western runs in the fifth, and
the Broncos added one more in
the seventh.

But the Falcon bats lent no
support to their star pitcher. BG
had a scoring threat snuffed out
in the first when Phillips was
gunned down at the plate. The
Falcons didn't get a runner to
third base the rest of the game.
Phillips belted three doubles
and went 5-for-ll on the weekend, providing a rare bright spot
for BG. Zwinck, a freshman,
went l-for-3 in each game.
BG's record falls to 7-21, 2-14
in the Mid-American Conference.
With its four wins, Western improves to 12-12 on the season and
resides in second place in the
MAC at 10-3. Worden calls this
squad "one of the best" she's
ever had.
"We've got great leadership on
this team," Worden said. "They
just weren't going to get away
without winning them ail. They
had their minds set, and they
came in here really determined
to do that."

I Bissinger, Cheung lead BG netters
I
f

□ Falcons' Bissinger
continues to shine as
BG splits in two MAC
contests.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News

TOLEDO - The Bowling Green
women's tennis team got a split
over the weekend in MidAmerican Conference action.
The Falcons nipped Ball State
5-4 Friday thanks to junior Jenny
Cheung's heroics in the final singles match, but were outplayed
by the MAC-unbeaten Broncos
7-2 Saturday.
In the final match Friday,
Cheung found herself down 5-2 to
begin the third set. She rallied to
take a 6-5 lead. The final game
was tied 40-all before Cheung put
the game away as she won the
next two points over Gayle Larsen. The final point came on a net
hit by Larsen. The final score
was 5-7, 6-4, 7-5 in favor of
Cheung at No. 5 singles.
"You have to dig deep,"
Cheung said of trailing 5-2 in the
third set. "It's all about determination. I decided that I had
nothing to lose. You have to be
mentally tough and go hard for
every point."
Besides Larsen, Cheung had
another opponent to fight off: a

QUALITY

1997

but struggled in Saturday's
opener, lasting only 21-3 innings.
Single runs in the first, third
and sixth frames - the last coming on the only roundtripper of
the series, a wind-blown Erin
Enzbigilis blast - staked the
Broncos to a 3-0 lead in the first
game of the weekend. BG,
meanwhile, hadn't managed to
get a baserunner past second
base through six.
Then both sides of the floodgates opened. The Broncos parlayed five consecutive hits into a
six-run seventh to push their lead
to 9-0.
The Falcons mounted a rally in
their last at-bat. Shortstop Colleen Bates led off with a walk,
her third free pass of the game.
She would score on catcher
Missy Phillips' double.
Third baseman Heather West's
triple knocked in Hamilton, on
base after being plunked by
Bronco pitcher Angie Rosich,
and Phillips, but BG stranded
West at third. The comeback was
too little, too late.
Falcon sophomore Garrett
Gholston returned to the mound
in the second game after a bout
with bicep tendinitis. She got
rocked for six runs in her 4 1-3
innings of work and fell to 0-2 on
the year.
Freshman walk-on Undsey AIdrich came on in relief of Gholston with one out and a runner on
first in the fifth. She was making
her collegiate debut on the
mound, and her performance was
indicative of the Falcons' weekend.

Trie Market Capability of a j
The Personal Service of a'

Friday at No. 1 doubles. Bissinger's only weekend loss came with
Mikolajewski at No. 1 doubles
Friday, 9-7 to Ball State's Lisa
Drewitt and Gayle Larsen.
"I've been playing well this
semester," Bissinger said. "The
team spirit has helped me. The
team cohesion was there even
though we didn't win [Saturday]."
The team play pleased Falcon
coach Penny Dean despite the
loss to Western.
"[Bissinger] has her game
together in a mental picture of
what she can do," Dean said. "In
both matches, they competed
hard. They were consistently
good. Western was a little too
tough today down the line."
In other Friday results against
Ball State, Cindy Mikolajewski
and Jenny Schwartz lost at Nos. 1
and 4 singles, respectively; Julie
Welsblatt and Beth Wilson
earned victories at Nos. 3 and 6
BG Newt PkeM by D»Uf Kfcr.Mviky
BG's Jenny Schwartz did her part to help the Falcons defeat Ball State singles, respectively; Schwartz
and Cheung teamed up to win at
with a doubles victory.
No. 2 doubles; and Welsblatt and
pulled muscle which resulted winning three of four matches Kelly Dredge lost at No. 3 doufrom cramping. But Cheung for the weekend.
bles.
Bissinger defeated the Carcame up with a strategy against
In other Saturday results,
the pulled muscle.
dinals' Monica Baez 3-6, 6-1, 6-3 Schwartz-Cheung and Weisblatt"I told myself to keep moving Friday and Western's Kristen Dredge lost doubles matches,
and pretend it wasn't there," DeVali 1-6, 6-3, 6-4 Saturday, and Mikolajewski, Weisblatt,
Cheung said. "It was a really both at No. 2 singles.
Cheung, Schwartz and Wilson all
Teamed with Cindy Miko- fell to their Bronco counterparts.
good match overall."
lajewski,
Bissinger
defeated
Freshman sensation Deidee
BG travels to Ohio State for a
Bissinger continued to dazzle, Heidi Cakans and DeVali, 8-6 non-conference match Tuesday.

aional Power.
I Company.
/

424 Frazee Avenue
&

451 Frazee Avenue

Personal Servici

FOR RENT

Serving IUC members

Winthrop Terrace Apts.

throughout Ohio:

3 large bedrooms, air
conditioning, dish washers,
microwaves & fireplaces.
Next to Columbia Courts
C«r<MMil»riar. ■■■«*.
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

Northwest - Rick Bryant

Fall <97 and Spring '98
Limited Summer Available

Southwest - Tom Thompson
Southeast • Neil James
Northeast - Brandon Oupler
Central ■ Doug Burton

Featuring:

4s* about otif new Library Division1

CONTINENTAL

r^j

OFFICE
FURNITURE
iltlon ISO East Broad Street
O
U\M00-828- 482 614-224-5010
1 Herman Miner Dealer

Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. Fum./Unfum.
1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations

352-9135
Please call for more information

■

NBA Standings

Sports Briefs
Falcon records toppled in Tennessee
The Bowling Green track teams spent the weekend competing
at the Sea Ray Relays in Knoxvllle, Tenn. The meet was highlighted by several school records and personal bests.
Emily Cokinos captured first place In the javelin, launching an
NCAA-provisional qualifying toss of 158 feet, 9 inches, a career
best. Nikkl Sturzinger set personal records in the discus and
Javelin on her way to top-10 finishes In those events and the shot
put.
Becky Barnett eclipsed her own school record in the heptathlon to finish eighth with 4,695 points.
Jessica LaFene raced to a time of 17 minutes, 8.49 seconds in
the 5,000 meters to place seventh In the event. Her time ranks
her second In the MAC in the 5,000.
The shuttle hurdle relay team of Kristin Inman, Brook Miller,
Karyn Heaney and Kaleitha Johnson also wiped out a school record, dashing to a 58.36 clocking for a runner-up finish.
On the men's side, Jim Weckesser came away with a victory in
the 3,000-meter steeplechase. Rah'Sheen Clay continued his assault on the record books, flying to a 46.87 in the 400 meters to
establish a new school mark while finishing 10th.
Clay also anchored the 800-meter relay team, which ran a
1:25.39 to erase a 32-year-old school record and finished fifth.
Damon Holmes, Darren Braddix and Terry Rivers got the baton
around to Clay In the event.
The Falcons host Toledo on Tuesday for a dual meet beginning
at 3 p.m. at Whittaker Track.

Falcon netters split weekend
The BG men's tennis team traveled to Muncie, Ind. Friday to
take on Ball State at the Cardinal Creek Tennis Center. BG was
downed by the Cardinals 6-1.
BG's Joel Terman was the highlight for the team, defeating
J.D. Hall in No. 3 singles competition 7-5,6-0.
BG edged Western Michigan 4-3 at the Mlngis Tennis Club
Saturday In Mid-American Conference play. The Falcons took
three of the six singles events and all but one doubles matches.
Adam Tropp and Radu Bartan defeated Jeff Wheeler and Kevin Reed in No. 1 and No. 2, respectively. David Anderton
defeated Western's Eric Podgorny in straight sets in No. 6 singles play.
The Terman-Bartan combo defeated Western's Gernhofer-Crisman team 8-6 in No. 2 doubles. BG's Matt Wiles-Anderton also
took the No. 3 doubles slot 8-4.
With the win, Terman becomes BGSU's all-time winningest
player with 133 total career wins (78 singles, 55 doubles), surpassing Steve Beier (1982-85).

p—

Amounting irw 3rd Annual
AIDS CUT OFF'
All students am invtttd to get
haircuts from aorna of Bowling Graan'a
finatt stylists for only
$5 00
Featured salons Include:
ThaSolanum
Mana Styling Salon
A Cut Above
Carousal
When Mon. Apnl 14th Where: Amaru Room
Evant starts at 4pm Gat t>ara Early
sponsored by Golden Kay
All proceeds to benefit David's House
an AIDS hosp*ce

The BG News
Classified
Ads

372-6977
TV BG New» -ill (w lno-in«ly accept *d>
thUdncnmintft.MrftoungcdiKnminaitfwagainilMiy
i ndt v (dual oc group on the buii ol racr. M i. color, creed.
icfcgKMi. nanoftal origin, «■■*! onenuboa. diufehfy.
tut* as a veteran, or on the hurt of any other legally
protected miu.

Charily Kick Off
Win lots of pnzesin
raffle by kicking soccer
bal in the goaf.
April 14. 199/ 1 3pm
outside, between Student Sarvicaa
and Kriescher
S1.00 donation to participate
Any questions call 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO.
AI proceeds go k> chanty.

The BG New* rttervet the right to decline, diwonimue
or rcviie any advcrtttemeM such at thme found to he
defamatory, lading in tactual bam. muleadmg or fane
in nature All ad>cnttemenu are uibftcl to editing and
approval
The BG Ncwi. a* ■ fnrum open lo the public. racogaiiet
the impoaubtlity of preventing all of Dm type of advernimg and ihert'ort encouragei our reader* to beware
Alwayt be familiar «ith a bwrttnt before tending money
or providing penoruKrtdn information Please remember, if it tounda loo good to be true, n probably i.
You can help m by tailing the advemung department ai
419-372-2605 »i|h tour complamu and \uggeiiion\ We
atk rJuu you pleaac pro vide your name. addreu. and phone
number, along with your * pacific comment* With your
help we can make The BG New* a better oubtrtaiioa

EARN A QUICK $501111
Design a Homecoming Logo
"BGSU. There's No Plaoe Late Home"
330 Union (UAO Office)
For more infonrvation call 372-2343
FANNIE LOVE HAMER: THIS LITTLE LIGHT

CAMPUSEVENTS

A DRAMATIC PORTRAYAL
CONCEIVED. WRITTEN. & PERFORMED
BY
DR BILLIE JEAN YOUNG

A I A S. Hosting Dr. Sharon Suflon Topic:
'Mapping out a Mora Sus tarn able
Earth Family.
Data: Apr! 16, Time 6 00pm
Place: ii7Qacavnp

Lenha/t Grand Bali room
Unrvaraity Union
Monday. Apnl 14. 1997
7:30pm

ALD' Alpha Lambda Delta' ALD
31 years of Academic E«ce*leoce
Spirit Wee*Mon See Display lelFl Union
lues - Order of the Torch Meeong
Tree Decorating 8pm 2nd Fl. Saddterwe
Wad. - Adopt ■ a -block • meat by
ff UnronS-flpm
Thura. - Get Patnt Onl Meat & Rock 0pm
Frl.- Spirit Day - Wear you ahull
Tues 4/29 • Awards nights 6p place TBA
ALD * Alpha Lambda Delta * ALD

Beyond BG...
is corning soon
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FREE MOVIES
Coma sea Cfcerfca and Mallrata
on Friday April 16 at 7 A 9pm
rnRm 115 C"scamp
sponsored by WFAL Radu

GREEKWEEK1W7
4/10 Kickoff at Beta Banner contest begins
4723 E*chang« Oinnar and All Greek Tea
4/24 Greek Sing
4/25 Chanty Golf outing and Box Ctty
4/26 Greek Olympics
All proceeds benefit habitat for humanity

GMAT

"Chance

AM limn EOT
lASTHtN OMTNQ
AianaVOMakai
W
I.
Pet
y Miami
59 19
.756
x-NewYork
M 24
692
x Orlando
564
44 34
Washington
40 38
513
308
New Jersey
24 S4
PhiUoelphia
269
21 57
.177
Homer,
14 65
Canaral OivWan
z-Olicafto
68
II
861
x Atlanta
54 24
692
x Detroit
667
52
26
x <lu.rl.KIc
52 26
667
513
Cleveland
40 38
Indiana
38 40
.487
Milwaukee
J97
31 47
3S9
Toronto
21 SO
WESIBtN COfgRHrMtl

NHL Standings

GB
5
15
19
35
38
455

135
155
155
27.5
29.5
365
39.5

W
L
Pet.
GB
60 18
.769
54
25
.684
65
38 40
.487
22
37
23 55
.295
.256
40
20 58
20 58
.256
40
13 67
163
48
Paemt Oivmon
x LA. Lakers
54
25
684
x-Seanle
54 25
684
»■ Port land
46 33
582
8
X Phoenix
38 40
.487
155
LA. dipper*
35 43
.449
185
Sacramento
32 46
.410
215
Golden State
29 49
372
24.5
z-clinched conference title
y clinched division title
x-clinched playoff berth
Saturday'. Cams
New York 100, Miami 99
Seattle 96, San Antonio 91
Indiana 100, Toronto 89
Charlotte 99, Washington 97
Cleveland 125, Philadelphia 118
Orlando 121, Boston 98
Atlanta 80, Minnesota 66
Vancouver 96, Dallas 85
LA Clippers 116, Denver 94
Sawder's Games
Use Came Not sndudeal
Detroit 108, Chicago 91
Milwaukee 132. New Jersey 123
Houston 113, Seattle 73
LA Lakers 100. Utah 98
Phoenix at Golden State (n)
Monday's Games
Washington at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.
Detroit at Orlando, 7:30 p.m.
Minnesota at Miami, 7:30 p.m.
Cleveland at Charlotte, 7:30p.m.
New York at Indiana, 830 p.m.
Toronto at Chicago, 830 p.m.
LA Clippers at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
Golden State at Denver, 9pm
Sen Antonio at Sacramento, 10:30 p.m

lUlah
x-Houaton
x-Minneaota
Dallaa
Denver
San Antonio
Vancouver

HA BIT AT FOR HUMANITY
Informational Mealing
Monoay. Apnl 14.8:00pm. BA 103
Everyone la welcome! Coma
leam about future act noes

POLLUTION
It (hi • caught your eye.
check out EAO. BGSU'i
En won menial Ace or Group
Tueedayt, 8:00pm. 211 Univ. Hal
contact: Bryan 372-1130

SCEC Meeting
Student Teacheri Panel
Wed April 16 ©9 15pm Ed 114
Join us lor the last meeting this year

All Times EDI
EASTBtN CjONKmNCI
AaawSc saveaaa
W L T
Pts GF GA
z-New Jersey
45 22 14 104 227 177
X Philadelphia
44 24 13 101 269 213
x Honda
35 28 19 89 221 201
x-N.Y. Rangers
38 34 10 86 258 231
Tampa Bay
32 40 10 74 217 247
Washington
32 40 9
73 206 228
NY. Islanders
29 41 12 70 240 250
faathuaal Devaeoe.
W L T
Pts GF GA
y-BulYalo
40 29 12 92 234 200
x Pittsburgh
38 36 8
84 285 280
31 36 IS 77 226 234
x Ottawa
x Montreal
31 36 IS 77 249 276
Hartford
32 39 11 75 226 256
Boston
26 47 9
61 234 300
WBTBBM OOhanhxtNCX
Central OivWon
W L T Pts CF CA
y Dallas
48 26 8
104 252 198
x Detroit
38 26 18 94 253 197
x-Phoenix
38 37 7
83 240 243
x-St. Louis
36 35 11 83 236 239
x-Oiicego
34 35 13 81 223 210
Toronto
30 44 8
68 230 273
ricific Division
W L T
Pts GF GA
z Colorado
49 23 9
107 275 201
x Anaheim
36 33 13 85 24S233
x kdmonton
36 37 9
81 252 247
35 40 7
77 257 273
Vancouver
Calgary
32 41 9
73 214 239
I-oe Angeles
27 43 11 65 210 266
San Jose
27 47 8
62 211 278
7. clinched conference title
y clinched division title
x-clinched playoff berth
Saturday's Games
Ottawa 1, Buffalo 0
Philadelphia 3, Montreal 3, tie
Washington 6, NY. Islanders 2
Toronto 4, Calgary 1
Loa Angeles 4, San Jose 1
Vancouver 5 Edmonton 4
Sunday's Camea
UK Games Not Included
Boston 7, Pittsburgh 3
Hartford 2, Tampa Bay 1
St. Louis 3, Detroit 1
Chicago 5. Dallas 2
Washington at Buffalo, (n)
New Jersey at Philadelphia, (n)
Los Angeles at Colorado, (n)
End Regular Season

Depression
is an illnessnot a weakness.
TQl/iT DfORlSS/OM
http://www.save.org

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Teals. Confidential 6 Canng
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
SKYDIVING CUSSES IN BOWLING GREEN
STARTING APRIL 5TH. Student 6 Group dit
counts Visa. MAC accepted SKYDIVE BG
3525200

Trie Wsoe Boys Corned, Group
In Celebration of BGLA0 Weak
Apnl 15th 6pm Ameni Room
Donation of canned good requested
lot David's House
Sponsored by UAO and VISION
For mom into cal 3727164

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Do you have a Summer Job?
la it related to your maxy/career goals?
Come and register tor CO-OP 050
a NO-COST transonpl notabon
I endsCREDIBs_ITY to your employment
Co-op 310SSBldg -3722451 details
FORGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS?
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCEMENTS
READYIN48HOURSI
HIGH QUALITY a
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15
BEE GEE BOOK STORE
353-2252
GREEK SPRING AWARDS
'Many Different Strings. One Common Knot'
On Sunday April 20.1987
the Annual Spnng Awards
will be hew at the
Lanhan Grand Ballroom
7.00 Hors Doeuvrea Reoepoon
730 Awards Presentation
GREEK SPRING AWARDS
GREEK WEEK IS COMING"
Ask Your Rap For Details

•PRSSA Elections"
Monday. Apnl 14 me Public Deletion Student
Sooety of America will hold elections tor 97-96
school year. All members wishing lo run tor an
office position should attend. II not contact a
current board member The meeting is al
7.O0pm in 117 BA, and anyone interested in
joining PRSSA is welcome lo come and see
who win lead PRSSA next year.

INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS DUE GET INVOLVED IN NTRA
MURALSM APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR FALL 1997 IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE PCK UP APPLICATION IN
130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND RETURN TO
IM OFFICE BY APRIL 15,1997.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

June 21,1997

The Computer Test is comingl
Don't miss your last chance
ever to tale the GMAT

9igzv Leasing

on paper!
Scores are good
""
for 5 years!
Call today to enroll.

2 Bedroom fumishedandunfurnished
May and August 1997
1 or 2 Bedroom summer onfy
limited available.

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

•GMAT Is I ho roglstorod 1r.idom.jrk ot I ho Gr.idu.ito f.ljiugomonl Admissions Co

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

j

For Info: 359-5305

19 and Over Every Night

WANTED!
ADULT BASEBALL PLAYERS
I8&OVKR/30&OVKR
"LIVE THE DREAM"© PLAY REAL BASEBALL IN
The National Adult Baseball Associaoon/BOWUNG GREEN TOLEDO
THE MOST AFFORDABLE QUALITY NATIONAL ADULT BASEBALL PROGRAM

FOR MORE INFO CALL (419)669-3095
PLAYERS. PlAYFRrMANAGFRS a TEAMS ARE INvrTED TO ATTEND OUR
1997 PLACEMENT OPEN TRYOUT SAT APRII 10 12:30 PM
BOWLING GREEN STATE U FIELD HOUSE
mm DotBcnoni MTXTOUTpaa aarmirraisninvaTirajssNm-cyr'r'yni'r*
eissr Ifsaaaiaaaaftxa ■mwaupwc—* AS rwgi.

CALL

BGSU Track and Field

Tuesday, April 15th

vs. TOLCDO
3:00 pm
at Whittaker Track
Admission is FR€€ to everyone
TONIGHT AT TH€

UNION

The Bowl-N-Greenery
Wings & Things
featuring ad you can eat cfuckfn wings, including
soup & salad bar, potato bar and beverages.

And...

Very Veggie

$5.20

AAA1 • NATIONAL DATING HOT-LMEM
1-900-484-7009 Ext 1129 $2.9SVm«l
Serv-U (619)645-8434 18. I tone
ATTENTION ALL 3TUDENT3H! Grants 6
scholarships available mam sponsors'!! No
prepaymenta, ever!!! tSSCaeh tor colseoeatt. For Into: 1-6O0-243-24M

UAO Spring Break UAO
Hey Spring Breakers! Coma pick
up your security deposits in
330 University Union. They
will be available tor pick up
Apnl 14-28. Thank you I
UAO Spring Break UAO

}foc])39(£3j33

PERSONALS

Spend the summer in Europe1
Come 4 discover the Nantes summer program
Thurs Apnl 17th tn BA 1001 al 7pm.

Thomas Bresadala
HypnoDitrPertonal Numerology
April 17. Free Admission
Hypnotist. 7-9pm. Mac Countryside
Personal Numerology -11 am-2pm
Mac Breeteway
Questions? Call 27164. sponsored by UAO

TONIGHT:

The Pheasant Room
1 /2 Rotisserie Chicken
Dinner or

Popcorn Shrimp in a Basket
Salad A Palate aarvad with both dinners.

$ 7.95
Other sandwiches & dinners always available
flours: 4:30-7:00

"VVVVVVVVVVVVVVxVVVVVVVy

Meal Card Accepted 4:30-7:00pm
■Big Charge Accevted 11:30am-1 JOvrn & 4:30- 7:00

We know how to combine
a psychology education with
a full time job. After all,
we do it ourselves.
ftM,kUoS.

Hcoocsc*

(£.<"« School of

PS'O

',WfcSN-»«..->0.

At the Adler School of Professional Psychology, all of
our faculty members are active clinical professionals.
So you'll benefit from their practical knowledge. And
you'll get to enjoy an academic climate gearedtoward
working professionals:
• Masters and Postgraduate programs, may lead to doctorate
• Most classes on Friday evenings, Saturdays and Sundays
• Small classes

• Variety of programs in Counseling Psychology, Marriage
& Family Counseling, Substance Abuse Counseling,
Adlerian Psychology
So whether you already hold a degree or you're an
undergraduate, call or e-mail us. we've been helping
working professionals
reach an advanced
Adler School of
n psychology
Professional Psychology
■ for 25 years.
FORT WAYNE

1120 Beacon Street • Fort Wayne. IN 468054749
(219) 4216443 • adlerpsyejtortwsyne infi net
Iht Mb. Vh.K.1al Pn.t(,.ior,il tochekBHr B Jurcvltied hv ihr Nonh Central Auautm. CF.LH
approved t>v the Nilmnjl Herd lot terrified ( nunvetori. IIK
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lADCA!
Voung and the Restless JBold a B.

■ ',",f Daytime

* Cosby
•4> Interne!
®
dlsl Sesame St
© Dating

All My Children «.

Blossom H Days ol Our Lives .*..

As the World Turns K

Guiding Lighl (In Stereo) Oprah Wintrey:«

One Lile to Live X

General Hospital I

Rosie 0 Don noil K

News «

Another World:«

Sunset Beach .:

Baywalch Remion 3.

Instructional Programming
Instructional
Newly»ed

Copeland

i

Old House

Bill Nye

Creatures

Jeopardy1

Cosby X

|8ody Human 200C^

News*

Entertain

Hard Copy

Relativity (In Stereo) X

Movie: •• BrMll(y8irW(1994|Winona Ryder X

News «

Real TV «

Cops.X

Foiworrhy [Boston

Movie: rVroWsi:ream"(1997. Suspense) X

WolMmX|PoliecalF/
M-A-S'H X Tonight Show (In Stereo)

Business

Naws-Lehrer

Deep Space

'Troublesome Creek. A UrOweslem~X |Dancars

Cttarie Rose (ir Stereo)

Newshour

Magic Bus

Sandiego

Wishbone

News-Lehrer

Arthur -:

Deep Space

Masterpiece Theatre Rebecca' X

Served

Auction

Timon

Simpsons

Home Imp.

Spider Man Beetleborg Rangers

Timon

Rintstones Mask

Booby

Spider-Man Beetleborg Rangers

King Arthur Live at Five News
Fresh Pr.

Mr Cooper Simpsons

Martin u

ESPN SporteceMerlR)
|Money
HBO Movie:

Auto Racing: PPG CART World Seres

Survival

Movie: •»'! "Qav5o(7r>urr*r-(i990) Tom Cruise

Movie:. "Off and Runrt»ig(1990)Cyn<* Lauper ft Movie:*** "me BraOf Bunch Movie

Mystery Shopping
ConsuiooQ Arm seeks conaumers. Musi have
f»u or on-line access Cal: 313-006-1636 or
wrile Apprequesit)>second-to-none com or
visit www second -io-none com

Grand Pr>2e: full Semester Tuition &
foes (S2.095) • Mandl Ahrene
Second Prize. 1/2 Semester TuiDon($8i 4)
Shaun Wannernecher
S200 Book Scholarships
Jennller Peronl. Kalhryn SmHh. 6
ThomaaHvLtd
The WikJe Boys Comedy Group
In ceietyanon ol BGLAD Wee*'
April 15th Bpm Aman Room
Donation ol canned good requested
for David's Hou so
Sponsored by UAO and VISION
For more info cal 372-7164
UAO Spring Break UAO
Hey Spnng Breakers) Come pick
up your security deposits m
330 University Union They
wtfl be available tor pick up
ApnIM -28 Thank you'
UAO Spnng Break UAO

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED FOR
FALL 97 SCHOOL YEAR. TO SHARE WITH 3
OTHERS. LOCATED CLOSE TO CAMPUS
WITH AFFORDABLE RENTI CALL IECCA
AT2-1WI
2 - 4 subtoasers needed lor summer A or next
year House close S3 campus in great condition CaK Kelly or Enn 353-3245
2 F. summer subisrs. rwded tor 2 bdrm
house Share with one other person very dose
to campua. Fum. AC. no unl SlrXVmo (060)
352-5269. Emily. Jen, jut.
2 or more people to sublease 2 bdrm. unfurn.
apl Very dose to campus. • Haven House Can
354-4250
2 subleaaars needed. Summer 1987. House
dose to campus Cheap rent Cad Nan at
352C627
2-3 A4/F summer aubioaser lor rumrshad apt.
AX. low rani, ulliDes included, close to cam
pus, dean. Call 354 8067
Femala(s) roommate needed lor 97-90
school year Otm room. $1 fiOvmo
Call 353-9077
Guitar Player, into Jell Beck, looking lor bass
player I drummer to )am Call CrVia 639-3623
Needed subleaser tor 97-98 school yr to live
with 2 other guts. Call Jessica 354-4197

Softball Teams Wanted
Men's Slow Pitch
-base stealing
-wild base burglar
-I.S.A. Sanctioned
For info., contact Randy
King at 372-2622 or 6860805.

Movit: "HollywooaConttdenlial' (1997. Drama!

News

Auto Show

Home Imp. jNBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Orlando Magic. (Lrve)

TkkX

jlnaide Stuff Up Close

|Fresh Pi.

TTIP*.

Gemstones

Married

Star Trek

s- ■■air^— , | ' JZ*!l^LaiLLLjWl

USA Live

itJust lakes One ■• I

Wings «

Renegade (In Stereo) x

|USA Live

Summer sublsr wanted for ex eel I house, close
lo campus, incredibly cheap rent. Nice, very
spacious house Call 352 9091 & ask tor Jason
orChuck BfnERHURRY.iriLGOFASI"
Summer subleaser needed. Own room
Call Lynn 354 1391
Summer subleases needed. Fox Run Apts.
Call Angie 352-0561
Summer subleasers needed ASAP. Call Amy
353-7905 or Jodie at 353-3055
WANTED
One or two subleasers needed
tor (his summer at University Courts
Apartments (Located behind McDonalds)
If interested call Krta ASAP-372-3309

HELP WANTED
ri'Summer Help WamadP'
BGSU Dining Servces is seeking BGSU students Only' to work during the summer. Employment available May 12 through August 9.
1997. To Apply: Pick up an application at the
dining center of your cho-ce or Student Employment (315 Saddlemre Student Services
Building) "High School Students 16 years and
older may also apply by calling Barbara Ensman al 372-7936
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
For info call 301-429-1326
'• Cleaning 4 Mlecellaneoue Work
al rental units starring 5-12 tor 2 weeks
Call 353-0325 or inquire at 316 E Merry Si iQ
"Travel down south, work your butt oft and get
paid for it Earn t2200 per month Can
1 ■600-269-3646.
260 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Pnvate, coed summer camp in Pocono Mms . NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box
234BG. KeniNvorth. NJ 07033 (906) 276-0998.
A fun place to work and Life-long learning experiences await you at YMCA camps NISSO
KONE (resident camps OSCOOA, Ml) and
Ohryesa (day camp m Holly, Ml). Are you a caring, creative A an enthusiastic person? Do you
enjoy being outdoors A have prior experience
working with children? Now hiring male 6 temale resident A day camp counselors, iifeauards/swimming instructors, equestnan, ana
6 crafts, nature A drama/music instructors
Applications avail m Student Employment O*
ftce or cell David Marks at 610-667 4533
Anyone interested m applying for section editor
for the 1997«6 Key Yearbook should stop by
28 West Hall tor an application These are paid
positions and require 5-10 hours per week.
Sections available include' Academes, Campus Life, Seniors. Sports and Sales of Organization and Greek Pages Contact Toby or Ann
at 372-6066 tor more into Deadline lor applications is April 24.

Printing Services
Your Campus Printers
Located at:
Park Avenue
Warehouse

Just North of
Technology Bldg.

372-2216

BECKLEY C ARDY
GROUP
EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL
is looking for 200 warehouse workers &
customer service or order entry workers!

We offer:

Sports

Sports

(Sports

[Ab'lri
|Wings *

200 Summer jobs left: NY. PA, MAINE
Teach/Summer Camps-swimming
(WSI/LGT), sailing, windsurfing, canoe, water
ski. tennis, artsveratts, baseball, basketball.
gymnastics, outdoor educ. piano accornpenist. Artene Streisand 1 -600-443-6428
Attention Lake County Residents
ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING
APSCO International, a growth company with a
Total Quality Environment and a winrang learn,
has positions available tor all shifts Our products incfude printed circuit boards and electro
mechanical assemblies that are used in DC
motor controls, office equipment, welders, battery charge's, mdustnal controls, computer
networking cards, Etc We are hiring for the following positions
Tesl/troubleshoot/repajr technicians
Quality Control
Surface mount machine operators
Through-hole machine operators
Sok)ermg (all levels)
Senior prototype assembly
Assembly
Co-op, summer, and lull time posDons available. Higher pay tor proven experience and
substantial shili premiums tor 2nd and 3rd
Send resume or apply at APSCO Inter national
3700 Lane Road Perry, Ohio 44061-0563 No
phone calls We offer a competitive wage
package with Health, rksaEalify. and pension
plans available An EEO employer.
ATTENTION ALL MAJORS Make $6,300 this
summer! Find out why PAG, IBM, and hundreds ol others want students who have
worked m our program. 95% of student using
our placement office found career joos last
year Cal 1-600-269-3646.
CAMP COUNSELORS FOR CAMP COUR
AGEOUS. A RESIDENTIAL SUMMER CAMP
FOR PEOPLE WITH MENTAL RETARDATION ANO DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES.
LOCATED IN WHITEHOUSE. OHIO. A
GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION OR RECREATION MAJORS TO
GET SOME PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE AND
GET PAID FOR 171 CALL THE UNIVERSITY
VMCA AT (419) S31-2612TO APPLY
Camp Staff
Res-dent camp tor youth with diabetes. Work
one or two weeks. July 31 -August 23. Special
ists and general staff positions. Cal COOA at
614 466-7124 or 600-422-7946.
Counselors, cook, naturalists needed at co-ed
summer camp near Ann Arbor. Ml. CaK
313-676-6628 for more into.
COUNSELORS INSTRUCTORS needed*
100 posibonsi Coed summer camp Pocono
Mis.. PA. Good salary/ppsI (906) 689-3339
Daycare Administrator
12 * hours ol ea/ty childhood development A
psychology coursework required. Background
In early childhood preferred. Submit resumes

to:

17S50EulerRd.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
EARN GREAT f and valuable saies/rnkt esp
Memolink's memoooaros are coming to BGI
We need one highly motivated indiv to direct
our sales protect. Contact Dave at
866-508-6313
Eicrtlng Summer Opportunity!
Become an ORIENTATION ASSISTANT. Paid
position Informational meeting, Tues , Aprd
15tri 9:30pm in BA 1011. For more into, cal
372-2626
Foreman/Painter positions $6-flmr.
Call Brian 1 ■800-390-4646 ext 213.
Full-time A part-time sales consultant. Available Mon. through Sal tor plumbing showroom
Sales exp A mtenor design background helpful. Send resume by April 16 to: The Kohler
Bath House 125 E. Indiana Ave. Perrysburg.
OH43SS1
Gam sales experience next school year. The
Key Yea/booh is looking for students to sell
yearbook pages lo campus orgam/at-ons and
Greeks. These are paid positions and students
will work 5-10 flexjble hours a week. For more
information call Toby or Ann at 372-6066 or
stop by 28 West Hall tor an application
HAVE FUN IN THE SUNI
Sfcjdent Painters is currently hiring production
fdrman A painters tor this summer Hard working, motivated students are needed in Toledo,
Youngstown. Akron/Canton, Western Cleveland Suburbs, Mentor, Geneva, Lima, Dayton,
Versailles, Chillicone, A Middtetown. Can
1 800 543 3792
Home City toe Company is now hiring tor these
positions: Route Dnvers. Production Stackers,
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan Call tor details at
1 600 899-6070.
Lite guard needed May • Aug. hrs. 12-8. Must
be certified Please send resume to Green
Meadow Apts 214 Napoleon Rd BG OH
43402
Lifeguards A Assistant Manager
Certification required Send letter of Interest A
resume to 11720 Sugar Ridge Rd. BG.
Lme up summer/fall jobs
Apply al Casey's
Ati 025 N Main.BG

More than |ust SUMMER EMPLOYMENT.
Camp counselors needed tor a private, residential campin the beautiful Pocono Mountains
ot Pennsylvania. We are looking tor people
with a dedication to children, a passion tor a
field ofexpertise. and a desire to share it. Your
expertise could be in any of the following
areas: Computers. Circus, Basketball, Magic.
Volleyball. Tennis, Swimming. Sailing. Fishing.
Water-skiing, Theatre, Dance, Video, Creative
Writing. FSl. Soccer. Cooking, Radio. Rock
Music. Golf. Roller Wading. Skateboarding,
Rocketry. Newspaper, Fine Arts. Creative
Crafts.
Please Call 1-600 399 CAMP Ask for Dan or
Nigel.
Mr. Spots is now hiring End of semester,
summer, A fall help needed Full and part time
food prep and delivery positions available. Apply m person bn* 2-7
NUMERIC DATA ENTRY
PT, Mon. - Ftt, Occasional Sat.. 20-25 hrs/wk,
late afternoons to early evenings. Previous
proof or numeric key experience, beneficial
Interested applicants should apply m person.
Mid Am, Inc. Operations Center. 1851 N
Research. BG (l75toexit 181). Mid Am values
a divers workforce and is in principle as wed as
practice, an Equal Opportunity Employer
Part time general farming A farm seed plant
worfc Call 352-0068
Restaurant Wait staff A kitchen help are want ■
ed. Call 8720020
SOFTBALL SCORE KEEPERS
City of Bowling Green Parks and Recreation
Department seeks softbaii scorekeepers (ex
penence preferred) for adult leagues beginning
May 4 and ending August 31. 1997 Applicants
must be available evenings from 600pm to
H 00pm Sunday through Thursday Rate ol
pay is 15 00/game Apply m person at the
Parks and Recreation Office in City Park City
ol Bowling Green is an equal opportunity emP'oyer
Spnng, Summer A Fall help needed Parachute packing. Training provided Must be dependable Exatmg job. good income For more
into call SKYDIVEBG 352 5200
STILL LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB?
SUMMER LIFEGUARD A SWIMMING
INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS
Student Recreation Center
Applications avail, in SRC office
Apply NOW" For into call 2-7477
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Staying in BG this summer'' Looking tor parttime work that won't conflict with classes? Become a SOFTBALL UMPIRE. The BG Umpires Association is looking tor men or women
to umpire in the oty recreation leagues. Pay is
at least $13.00 per game II interested, contact
Jim at 372-9656 or 352 4159
TEACH ENGLISH ABROAD!
How would you like to teach basic
conversational English in Eastern
Europe? Learn about many rewarding
opportunities with great benefits1
Call Global Information Services
1-206-971-3664 eit K55442
Teaching jobs, that's what we have al:
hnpy/www teachrngfobs com Place your resume in our secure on-line data base A let over
300 schooii'disincts find youl
Tony Packo's Cafe
5627 Monroe Si.
Now hiring friendly, energetic people tor al positions. Must be available weekends. Apply
b/w 2-4p.m
Short distance from B.G.
419-665-4500
Wanted 87 Students tose 8 to 100 lbs. New
metabolism breakthrough. Dr. recommended
Guaranteed S30 cosl. Free Gift.
1 800 435-7591

|La Femme NrkHa X

"97-98 school year. 2 bdrm. fum. apts. 705 7th
St A 724 6th St $5O0vmo. includ FREE heat,
water sewer, a as A HBO Call 354-0914
" Summer Rentals * Close to Campus
353 0325
AC. Kirn, located 4? 300 east block Merry

1-2 Subleasers needed beginning May 15 or
thereafter i bdrm. unfurn apt m house, on S.
College Great for one person but cozy enough
tor two $345 or $172 50 per person • uDl/mo
Call Arm @ 354 5003 * Bonus a great front
and back yard to enjoy during summer, pets
welcome.
12 month leases starting May 1997:
408 E Court #B-1 BR Duplex-i person
$340* Unl.
424 1/2S. Summit Effic ■'. person
$220.Eiec.
Graduate Stident i toSBr. apts..
Avail, in August.
Steve Smith 352 8917 (no calls after 6pm)
2 bdrm House available Aug. I, 1997. 12 mo
lease required Excellent condition. Close to
BGSU CaH 666-4651.
2 bdrm unfurn.. heat A air included 12 mo
lease, quiet bldg, aval May A Aug 3523445
2 bdrm turn apts 704 5th St Avail Aug 9 or 1?
mo lease 352-3445
2 bdrm apl. 2 blks from campus A/C Available May or Aug. other units available Lind File
354-6206 Leave message

69,000 mi., CD, orig. owner
good condition $2700.352-5371.

FEMALE SUBLEASERS FOR 97 98
SCHOOL YR.
E Merry. New Carpet, Low Rent, Dishwasher
Best location >n BG' Call 352 9594

2 male subleasers needed for Fall 97 Spr 98 to
share a room in Frazee Apis $l95/mo each *
elec. No smokers please Ask lor Tim at
3546489
2-4 subleasers wanted May-Aug. 2 bedrooms,
reasonable rent Call 352-3291
221 Leroy: 3 bedrm, 2 baths. Avail 8/1
$695.00 • unl., 1 yr lease

For Sale: Mens 21" Mongoose Mountain Bike
For into cal Jason at 372-5370

Great Off Campus Housing
Summer A Fall
Call 365-5620
i louses/1 A 2 bdrm furn apts. year, 9 mo , A
summer ktues 352- 7454
Large 2 BR fum/unfurn 1 1/2 bath Close to
campus on street parking, on site laundry facilities. Full use of Cherrywood Health Spa
3529378
LIVE IN PEACE A STYLE Fully renovated upper 3 room * sm. kit. A huge bathroom on quiet
street. New elec . plumbing, heat. etc. An upto-code BG apartment' Off St. pking. avail.,
many extras $425 + utiis Avail. June 1 or MdMay. Perfect for quiet couple or grad student
354-1633
M subleaser needed immediately 5/97-8/97.
4th St. A S. College, $2l2.50/mo. * approi
$20 etecycable, Call Brendan ($ 353-1355 or
3535282.
Need 1 male/female subleaser to share house
w/ 2 girls for summer Own bedroom. Close to
campus $160/mo 352-5269
Now accepting Rental Applications tor Fall And
Summer leases Call 354-6600
One A Two bdrm apts. available. University
Courts A University Village located at dough
and Mercer Call 352-0164.
Rent our Apt. for summer A
We'ftbuyyouadnnkl
Air conditioning, large balcony, dishwasher.
garbage disposal. A 4 bdrms. 352-6633.
Rooms avail, in BG Home
Grad males pref Call 352-1631
or 354-6701. Leave message.

Subleasers needed immediately tor summer.
Large 2 bdrm apt. unfurnished, close to campus, pets welcomed, pool A club house Rent
best offer. 352-9409.

134 University Ln: 2 bedrm townhouse
Avail 5/1 or 8/1 $695 00 to gas A eiectnc
126University Ln: 1 bedrm, Avari 8/1
$425.00 includes all unl 1 yr lease

Summer Roommate Needed,
room, furnished. 352-4791

117 S. Prospect: i bedrm furnished apt.
$595 00 includes all unl. 1 yr. lease
Avail 6/1

female, own

Summer Subleasers needed
unfurnished apt. $300/neg
Call 352 9622

249 Manville 2 Br House, unfurn $565/mo. ml. No pets. Call 354-9740 Avail July 1st
3 bedroom House, 420 S. College
$675 • utils.. 12 mo. lease starting
in May. Steve Smith 352-8917.
3 subleasers needed for summer house ASAP.
206 S Summit. $500/approi $166 mo. Call
Jen or Crystal 372-5241.
403 High St Apt A BG. 1 bedroom $320/mo
Avail May. Call Khnsta @ 353-2066
456 S Mam 3 bedroom, 1 be., avail May 1st.
$76S*uDls 353-2901
812 3RD st Brand new 3 bdrm house
$795/mo. 1 bath plenty of storage, new carpet
• high eftiaeny furnace - new stove A lefndgeraor washer/dryer com operated. Small fenced
m back yard No pets allowed - Avail immedate*y.Ce*4i9-474-S344
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE SUMMER A
FALL
Slop in for a brochure ©319 E Wooster or call
John Newtove Real Estate Rental Office
©3542260.

[

NOT JilSI RADIATORS!
We Are Now

[

CERTIFIED for AC
REPAIR a RECHARGE

L
r

FOR RENT

[
r

*97"96*S./Y.*

[

316 E. Merry $500Vmo
1 - 4 •tudenta' 9 mo lease
326 Leroy $350Vmo
309 1/2 E Merry rooms $190/mo
146S College eft $230/mo

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
600 THIRD ST
Excellent i BR unit Spacious.
well-furnished, air conditioned.
Currently leasing lor Summer 199/ A
1997-98. Both 12 month A school year
leases available

Sub-baser needed beginning April let
House 2 blks from campus. Own bedrm. $170
mo neg Call Joe 3520387 days. 352-9091
eves

132 Ada: 2 bedrm. house, Avail 8/1
$650 00 . utii. i yr lease

1960 Ford Trxjnderbtrd New tues. loaded.
eicelent condition t34QQ 372-5554
A used 12 speed tour bike ■ Miyata. Large
frame Good cond $75 fum Call 352 8107

Senquest
Silk Stalkings Mn Slereo) Renegade

2

BG RADIATOR

'91 Eagle Summit

BgFU
Baseball

Call 352 4966

1 bdrm fum. apt. $3SOrmo • unl
(419) 669-3036

FOR SALE

[
\

Well take
care of you
Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

Great
Amenities:

A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. maint.

6 sites to
choose
from:

■Heater Installation
-Heater Cores
-Water Pumps
•Gas Tanks
• General Auto Repair
Sales. Installations
and Repair

2E 352-5133 M]
520 S. MAPLE
BOWLING GREEN

Hlghland
Management
Graduate
Rentals

Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzle Rentals
The Farm
Summit Hill
Oil Today!

3544)036

y

130 East Washington St.

Call 353-0325

Lookins for a Summer Job in Cleveland?
SALES
REPRESENT* TIVES

Take a Look at Executive Caterers at Landerhaven

I global marketer of advanced tech
I oology manufacturing equipment we

Executive Caterers at Landerhaven

I have relied on the expertise and loyalty of our professionals

As the

I leader in our industry, we're driven to continuously increase our market
I share

Due to continued growth and internal promotion, we have the

I following opportunibes available in our Solon. Ohio offices
I These positions require the "Best of the Best" of the graduabng class
IA highly motivated dynamic individual who stnves for perfection
I have a strong work ethic and communication skills

Must

These positions

have a base salary of $25,000 - $28,000 plus bonuses, benefits and
401K plan

Actual earning potential up to $40,000 the first year

To apply, please send your resume to Stopol Inc . Human Resources,

BECKLEY CARDY GROUlH

World Wrestling Federation Monday Night Raw

Looking tor summer work? Sales positions, up
to 25% comm. this area or your hometown
Could lead to management position alter graduaion. Send resume to PO Box 452 Perrys
burg. Cn 43551

GRADUATING CLASS
[ To become a successful, diversified

• Seasonal staff - $6.00 per hour
• Shift premium - $.30 per hour
• First. Second and Third Shifts make it easy
to fit in anybody's schedule
1
Start as early as April & work thru October
1
Take your finals knowing that you have a
seasonal position when you finish
• We will work with you lo fit our company
needs into your personal needs

Highlander: The Series

Roseanne

News R

USALive

Summer sublease's needed, up to 4 people, 2
bdrms. fum. w/large deck, spiral staircase.2
cay garage, free May and Aug. rent. 352 2554

P O Box 391437, Solon. OH 44139

Interviewing for Summer Jobs in the
Cleveland Area for a Large Social and
Corporate Hospitality Caterer:
• Wait Staff
• Bartenders
• Valets
Tuesday, April 15 from 9am-5pm
In the Student Union, interviews will be
conducted in the Canal Room. Casual Attire

100 Paragon Parkway« Mansfield. OH 44903
Mike McKibben
«fBE
BECKLEY

419-589-1805
Judy Peters
419-589-1415

News

Star Trek Nen Gener

Si. Million Dollar Man

|Fame

Subleaser (s) needed tor summer. Village
Green Apis Rent t320. Call 353-2261

Sign up by Thursday April
24th.

Bloomberg News

[Auction

Bionic Woman

TnoeTV

Subleaser needed Summer's?.
Fall ^7, or both. Own bedroom
6 close to campus.
Call 353-0465

mtm»#"

Coach |

Incredible Hu*

WANTED
1 lemaJe roommate. PLEASE non-smoker pre
lerrea. lor 97 98 school year Call Jenn @>
M0-5<S 15«2 or Amy @ 216 353-9123

News

Beyond

subleaser needed asap
$?80'mo incl utils
CaflBnan© 354-7264.

Th» Honors Program congratulate* tha
15th Annual Tuhlon Raffia Drawing Winnan1

NBA

Meirose Place (In Steieo) Pacilic Palisades ill; «

-|r»««^»i«Yry/He«r«jmer»e»i» |»iovie:«'i -/woJOyiea (is*) H |Movtt:*'> "i^6or«iue"(1996) Sharon Stone 'fix Anaconda
Tribe TV
Indians
Major League Baetbsl Seattle Mamer* a Cleveland Indians, (live)
|More and Las Levine
Racing
Racing
Odyssey I Trader
Quantum Leap «
Seaguest DSV r.
jSpace (Pad 1 ol 5)
Quantum Leap X

Roommate needed 97-96 school year
Own bedroom, all furnished
Call 353-2192

Oren ScnveHo. DOS. announces now office tor
masocn.su. opening April 23.
LITTIE SHOP Of HORRORS • 372-2719

Movia: ••< BnrWDale ( 187) Bruce Wis.

iCrealures

Semletd li iHome Imp-

Dream On jDauly Show Comic
|Movle:*** ■B»icl£«jl9"(19e7)r}nic«VVi»is.
Sportscenter
Ovaeneedlng: Champ
|Figure Skating: World Championships

Daily Show |0r. Kali

{Scholastic* Advantura |Sports

Mad You

Bloomberg vews

COM Kids in Hal jlMnun

SC IHL Hockty Cncimati Cyclones it Dettoa Vipen. (R)
Mysteries
Morwwra
GaUery
SUM Believe it-Hot
USALive
USALive
USALivt
USA (11-00) Movie:

Lite Show (In Stereo)

NBC News

Sesame Street "

Saturday Night Uve I

[Ink (R).«

GED

BobDy

(Whose?

CvbM X

News

Sews

|Soap I

|Raymond

Barney

Mega Man

i •iirriil7Tii':7TrTii r: TTTT%il7^ 7i<ir;'-iii"ni-riri

Fortune

ABC News

Sandiego

ArtWrtshp Gourmet

i,,

CBS News

Monlel Williams «

Truth

,

|News:»:

Wishbone

Bill Nye

Gargoyles

News i
News i:

News."

Located in Mayfield Heights, we offer flexible hours,
competitive wases, and excellent experience.
For more information contact BGSU Career Service or
Jacquelin Palmer at Executive Caterers (216) 449-0700.

CARDY
GROUP'

EHrythmtfrSdmt

lAKOFBHAVIN

(

